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" You are blessed to have the opportunities and experiences of a university
education. Not everyone has that. It is not your choice to go out and make a
difference in the world, it is your ."
In these four years we get to decide who we are going to be. We get to discover
and develop our passion. We grow.
Often we become so concentrated in reaching our branches out towards the sun,
solely focused on what will come next.
Remember, though, that it is not how far you can reach your branches that will
make you stronger. It is how deeply you are rooted.
We never forget those four years of bliss and discovery. Never stop reminiscing.
As the Santa Clara University community, we will always be...
























Santa Clara University is full of legacy. With many graduates coming back as teachers,
and second, third, even fourth generation students following in their families' footsteps
by attending SCU, we have years of traditions and memories under our belt. Without
the strong academics of the university, none of this legacy would continue. Santa Clara
prides itself on the versatility of its classes as well as the opportunities it offers through
various programs on campus. The University does all it can to fully educate its students
and insure that they graduate in four years more prepared for the world and ready to start
the next chapter in their lives. Santa Clara provides an education that people carry with
them throughout their lives, helping them to find ways to enrich and better the world
around them. The Santa Clara legacy is passed down through generations by the spread
of education and service that every Santa Claran embodies.
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The Robert F. Benson Memorial Center
has definitely come full circle from the
time it was first built in 1963 when it
housed sixteen billiard tables, eight
bowling lanes, the Red Lounge, and a
hair salon. Today, this complex includes
numerous facilities such as The Bronco
(SCU's late-night food and social venue),
the Information Desk, Market Square,
Mission Bakery and Terrace Cafe,
Shapell Lounge, the bookstore, post
office, the office of Campus Ministry,
and the offices for undergraduate
student government and various
student organizations. All of these
diverse organizations offer countless
opportunities for students to explore






















after Jerome S. Ricard,
S.J., who was most
famous for his sunspot
theory of weather
forecasting. He was
known as "Padre of
the rain" because of
his ability to predict
rainfall. Today, this











were the talk of




numerous resources to assist both students and faculty. The library's collection
houses 792,138 volumes, almost 600,000 government documents, and more than
841,000 microform units. With comfortable lounge areas, individual study tables as
well as group study rooms, the library offers a great place to hit the books or a quiet
environment to just sit back and relax.
Faculty
OUtn^in^ Uwa> \J#Kr drTfen
Our professors have dedicated their
lives to enhancing our education. We are
fortunate to have the best and the brightest
here to offer their years of wisdom and
inspiration to us.
A select few have started their teaching
career in the 1960s and 1970s. In fact, some of
these professors were once students
of Santa Clara, returning




from SCU in 1 96 1 , returning
to teach another fellow Math
Professor, Dennis Smolarski,
graduate of 1969.
Of all the professors
at Santa Clara, Economics
Professor Mario Belotti takes
the prize in teaching the longest at SCU. He
started his career in 1960. What has kept Prof.
Belotti here for all these years? Could it be the
sunny weather? The community atmosphere?
"Since joining Santa Clara University, I
have always found the students, faculty and
administrators academically rich and the
overall teaching environment very satisfying.
I never thought about teaching somewhere
else," says Professor Belotti. "My greatest





The mission of the College of
Arts and Sciences, the largest
college within Santa Clara
University, is to educate leaders
of competence, conscience
and compassion through a
humanistic, Jesuit education
in the liberal arts and sciences.
The College achieves this by
providing thirty five different
majors, over fourty minors, and
various core curricular programs
for students in the arts, letters,
sciences, and professions. In
addition, the College sponsors
a variety of other events,
programs, scholarships,
and services to enrich the
intellectual, artistic, cultural, and
spiritual lives of individuals and
of the community.
Tke College of -Arts and Sciences
at Santo Clara University
juxtaposes tke innovation and
intellectual vitality of Silicon
V/alleti u>itk etkical intearit^ social
responsibility and a commitment
to justice and tke common
qood. We are committed to our
students and tkeir development
as individuals ivko tkink critically
communicate effectivel *
and respect diversity
























Mathematics and Computer Science
Military Science (ROTC)









1. and 3. Student Art work from Santa Clara artist Adam Mariucci. 2. A communications classroom in the





Santa Clara's Leavey School of Business wants to df£ij^|l9pi
students into leaders that are ready for the last pace world. Along with
teaching students these skills, the completion of the nejw business
school can also help strength their technological skills vvitrj all the new
technology the school has to offer students.
Spotlight on cyimv H*hh^
1
.
How has class at SCU helped you? The business IBM
has not only educated me on the skills and techniques I rjeed for the
business world, but opened my eyes to how important business ajraHH
is in the real world. On top of that, the professors at the Leavey School
of Business have always emphasized a high standard of buslr
since the real world lacks those values and standards.
2. What was your internship? i was part of the iPl|
team over at Apple in Cupertino.
3. How does your internship help you reach this goal?
My internship definitely opened up many doors to Apple, but more
importantly, I learned great business skills such as professional
communication, networking, and relationship building that I will take
with me wherever I may end up...even if it's on stage rockjn' people's
socks off!
Construction started in H^ Z007
Dedicated on^W^ f'y, ZOOS'
8:6,000 square feet
/ Z classrooms
/ OZ faculty offices
/ -6 team project rooms,
<5 large executive-style conference rooms




Workinq at the Center for
Naitostructures has been a tot of fun,
while also alleurinq we to perform
research in a cuttuupedqe field as an
underqraduate. **
^Zefram Mark






To the right is
the structural
image of a carbon I
nanotube.
The Engineering school at Santa Clara
requires that every Engineering major does a
senior project. Students often get very creative
on their last project in college. Two seniors,
Zefram Mark and Cole Li, both Electrical
Engineering majors and Math minors, are
working together with carbon nanotubes.
What is a carbon nanotube you might ask?
It is a cylindrical structure made of carbon
that is 1000 times smaller than a human hair!
Nanotubes are stronger than steel for their
size and conduct heat and electricity very
well. These properties make them desirable
for use in many fields.
Carbon nanotubes are the next step in
better chips for computers. Mark and Li are
studying the electrical properties of carbon
nanotubes to see how they could be used as
parts on an integrated circuit within chips.
Integrated circuits use many small copper
wires to connect the different parts of the chip.
However, as chips get smaller, it gets harder to
make the copper wires work well. By studying
carbon nanotubes, Mark and Li are trying to
see if it is possible to replace the copper wires






at Santa Clara has been
researching the use of carbon
nanotubes within integrated
circuits since 2007. Mark
worked with them his junior
year and turned the research
into his senior project this
year. Stanford labs are used
to make simple chips, which
are then brought back to
Santa Clara and used to test
the nanotubes. The Stanford
Nanofabrication Facility rents out time to other
universities and companies, providing a place for them
to use specialized equipment to make test structures.
Mark and Li chose nanotubes as their senior projects
because they are currently a hot topic in engineering,
and could help them in the future. After college, Mark
plans to attend Grad School and enter the engineering
industry; Li plans to do research on an individual scale
and eventually work for a defense company.
Engineering School
Above: Li (left) and Mark (right)
work in the Stanford Labs.
To the left is a picture of carbon
nanotubes, one of the initial results
of Li and Mark's research.
I think Solomon Urn uobriol best describes
phases of Ike Solar Decathlon when ke saqs, The ft. „
step in the acquisition of wisdom is silence, the second
listening the third memorq, the fourth practice, the fifth
teachinq others.' first, u>e are quiet as the past leaders
beqin to phase out of the project and the new team
beqins. Second, we listen to our professors in class and
our advisors at team meetinqs. Third, we memorize rules
Fourth, we desiqn and build. Last, and most importantlq,
we compete, we educate others, and we spread the
word throuqh our outreach proqram § ~
ison Kopf
The Solar Decathlon Team of 2007 made news when they won third place
overall, even after many mishaps, including being the last team accepted
in the competition, being the last team to arrive, and having materials
break during the trip to Washington, D.C. The fully solar powered,
maximum 500 square foot house includes all the amenities of a
typical house. The competition is split into ten different challenges,
including electrical, mechanical, marketing and design. This year's
team is preparing for the 2009 competition. One of the biggest
changes planned is the new partnership with California College of the
Arts, an architectural school, which will help with the design portion
of the competition. Allison Kopf, the project manager for the 2009
solar house, reflects on her experience with past competitions: "Perhaps
the most exciting aspect of the event is the fact that it's educating, motivating
and inspiring." Allison continues on by saying that this year they're going
for a "very radical design," including huge open windows to achieve
greater indoor-outdoor connection. Another innovation to look
for is an integrated control system to create a "smart house,"
where the owner will be able to control the house
with their phone. Allison considers this
the best experience she has had at
SCU and enjoys seeing how




























decided to start a
compost project.
The pile resides in his dorm room and surprisingly
does not smell! The worms in his project feed off
of any type of food besides citrus foods. Once they
finish the food on the lower layer, they migrate
up, leaving behind their body casting. This worm
casting is what Jaramillo harnests as fertilizer. This
year's students, led by Prof. John Farnsworth and
Stacy Cavanagh, are working on sustainability
projects such as Green Access for Businesses,
a Computer Lab Energy Standard, Compost in
Kitchens, Sustainable Dorming, and Recycled Water
in Campus Bathrooms.
in? dc OWe
Ceramics is the ultimate place
to mold a work of art that
represents your style. The
eighteen students taking lower
division Ceramics 63 had three
projects and upper division
Ceramics 163 students had four
projects to complete in this fall
quarter. For one project, students
cut up a sphere, a cylinder and
a box, and combined the pieces
into one abstract piece. The
second project required them to
take an object from real life and
enlarge it. The last project was to
create a themed miniature house.
The upper division students had an additional project, where they each created a tribal mask. These
projects all require dedication and patience because each piece must be fired once, glazed, and then
fired a second time. "Ceramics is a really fun class because you can bring your personality into your
pieces," says Ali Reimer, a student in Ceramics 63, "It was difficult to find the time outside of class to
complete the projects, but in the end it was worth it."
StudyAbroad
~El4jAjOsdwn tyrtftt&s CjwMycfc ^3*]M&~&&n
Part of the Santa Clara experience for many students involves
packing up their things and heading halfway around the globe to
learn about and experience life in a completely different culture
man their own. The majority of students at Santa Clara spend
fall quarter of thier Junior year abroad, experiencing something
they will remember forever.
(Above) Joel Wackerbarth, studying in Dresden, Germany.










A college experience involves more
than just academics. The social aspect
of campus could make or break ones
experience at school. Santa Clara
University provides many ways for
students to get involved both on and
off campus. There are tons of clubs
in every field of interest available for
students to join; if a club doesn't exist,
students can make one! Intramural
sports, club sports, service programs and
social events are offered for students as
well. In order for incoming freshmen
and returning sophomores who live in
the dorms to feel involved, each dorm
has an RLC—a program designed to
provide even more ways for residents to
get involved without having to wander
far from the dorms. Many Chartered
Student Organzation's (CSO's) such as
The Santa Clara [the newspaper], KSCU
[the radio station] , and The Redwood
[the yearbook] provide services for the
campus that every student can enjoy.
Having as many opportunities as Santa




Thanksgiving break is a great
time to spend with family and
friends after a busy first quarter.
However, about ninety students,
graciously decided to
go on an immersion
trip to Tijuana, Mexico from Friday, November 21st to Tuesday,
November 25th, to build basic houses for underprivileged, yet very
deserving families who owned property. Partnered with Amor
Ministries, the housing assignments were to create four basic houses
with four rooms from 2 by 4 pieces of wood, stucco walls, 2 doors
and a few windows. One of the major components of this program
is that it is an immersion trip. Following the idea of unity between
the Mexican families and SCU students, the families could be found
helping out on the construction site, and the SCU group strove to
live and work as the families do. Therefore, throughout this entire
process, no power tools were used in an effort to build a house as
they would have built it. In addition, the group lived off of basic
foods: oatmeal and cereals for breakfast, PB&J sandwiches for lunch,
and canned soup for dinner. These limitations made the students
realize their dependence on available resources. Diana Pillsbury, a
student who attended this immersion trip, relates to this in saying, "If
something breaks or if there is a disaster when you are working with limited supplies, you feel a moment of hopelessness because
vt:::ouHes to help you. Then, von think of what n would be like to live like that every day." After all the hard
id, there i,s a key ceremony. Each person who helped build the house touches the key to their heart and then
circles .:*Mind the entire group and then finally lands in the hands of the owners. This ceremony, which also
;-
:
:c w and a picture of the SCU group, creates a nice closing to the house-building process.
Photos By Diana PHlbujry, Kristen
Williamson & Fr. Jardes Reites
Extracurriculars, such as dance and theatte, are important factors for all communities. They create an environment
where kids can express themselves with tnovement and voice. This past summer, Santa Clara's Teatro Catalina,
founded by Katie Fitzgerald, traveled to Villa Catalina in Chinandega, Nicaragua, in cooperation with Amigos for
Christ. "Our goal is to establish a sustainable arts initiative for the youth of the village
and a tangible connection between the Ificaraguan community and the community of
Santa Clar^ University," says Joey Brennan, one of the
leaders of Ithis club. The students who attended this
immersion jtrip built the stage from the bottom up with
only the to<j)lS in their hands. The students first dug up
the groundj and then found round river rocks by the
water. Then they arranged the chosen rocks in the
border of the frame with cement between them. Once
the dirt and cement were added to the center, the team
carefully smoothed out the top surface, making it level.
To add to the aesthetics, a layer of red paint filled the
stage and a floor design was created with repetitive
stamp imprints. The entire construction process may
seem tedious, but the Nicaraguan children livened up
the environment with their presence and willingness
to help in any way. In the end, the project would not
be complete without a performance by the children in
both song and dance. With a blue and green "Teatro
Catalina" sign in the back of the stage and an audience
filling up the concrete stands, the community started to
see the possibilities of a great performing arts program.
<&Lv£&n& "ff£^e in L^in Cfyvitf-ioz/
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' ft
idential Learning Communities are a place to call home. They extend beyond the
typical dorm life one would expect, but you not only make friends from those you live with,
> -you create a family. One of the best feelings in the world is walking down the residence hall
after after a stressful day of classes to find smiling faces to greet you at every dorm room you
pass. RLCs provide just what every college student needs...a home away from home.
v*. ** :^
&*







Iw. flLG* The infamous beauty
pagent for men where they strut their
stuff in front of their own peers to
claim the title (baton-throwing talent Jf
portion included).
Were YtMi Tkere rw...
The 'RofHMote Ckollenqe* An adaption of the Newlyweds game
show for roomates where knowledge about every aspect of your
roomate's life won you a trip to Disneyland.
Nobtli Haunted House! What people
already consider a haunted building
was turned into a creepy, freaky
r
haunted dorm that left SCU students








ing of a qua^er^pjfere is no
Jay to get bac4irtta|^^^ things than
week long cgreOTation! Alpha, for instance,
kicks off the quarter with Saturnalia - an event
reminiscent of an old Roman festival full of role
reversals, competitions, and festivities. There are
three main competitions between the buildings:
the chariot race, the gladiatorial battle, and the
"hook-up." Residents also participate in a "lord/
lady of misrule" contest where they try their
hardest to perform silly or challenging tasks in
order to win points. At the end of the week, once
all the contests and competitions are over, one last
festivity remains: a feast! This isn't just any feast,
it is one full of togas and food, with entertainment
provided by the lord/lady of misrule. Residents
full participation in this event makes for a week of
great entertainment, fun, and confusion of those
passer-bys not involved.
"Communitas-(Latin): 1) joint possession
use, participation, partnership, sharing; 2) social
relationship, fellowship, social ties, organized
society; 3) kinship; 4) obligingness." (Oxford
Latin Dictionary). Communitas' themes are
individualism, community and citizenship. It
encourages students to get involved and shape its
theme and activites. It strives to be a place where
"everyone knows your name," to provide a place
like home for its residents as well as promote
community awareness. Communitas works with
and supports everyone who wants to help or needs
support, no matter who they want to help or what
their passions are. Communitas' motto is "Local
action with compassion," supporting the idea that
lending a helping hand is an opportunity to grow
as a person. Throughout the year, Communitas
puts on various programs and activitiesincluding







giving an« ChristmSsfa^tk for pdpastfg years,
_,
; sponsoreiMeftiir?Jfflffl€rsion trips. A group of
students, fac^|A|4t«Hualurnni have traveled to Mexico to
build houserand support the people. Father Reites, former
Faculty Director ofXavier, organized the first immersiontrip
in December of 2002. "My idea was to give some substance
toXavierRLC'svisionofglobalsolidarity,"FatherReitessays.
"Going to Mexico, building houses with the simple tools
i used by the poor, living simply, as the very poor do with no
JL running water or electricity, using outhouses, working very
hard, trying to connect with the Mexican families to learr
fromthem, was all part of living and feeling in solidarity witl
the poor." As the years have passed, Father Reites has turneu
" over the responsibilities of organizing the trips to student:
and has become their mentor. This year's Thanksgiving
immersion trip had 108 people who built four houses foi
needy families in northern Baja. So far, Xavierhas sponsored
13 trips, greatly helping many families in need.
As a new freshman, many might find it difficult to meet
people. Da Vinci however, gives people an easy and fun
way to get to know fellow community members. The first
Saturday of the year, da Vinci puts on da Vinci day - a day
full of Italian-themed activities! The CF and Leadership
team organize activities such as Pin the Appendage on the
Vitruvian Man, Gondola decorating and racing, Bocce
Ball Tournaments, cooking contests, pizza dough tosses
and many more. Each floor competes against one another
for a top (Italian themed) prize. "It was great for everyone
to meet each other and kick off the school year," says CF
Kenny Curry. A lot of residents come out to support this,
the biggest event of the year for da Vinci. Activities start
around noon and last as late as six, allowing plenty of time
for all activities as well as introductions. CF Michelle Pesce
comments, "This year we had a tremendous success in
floor pride. Each floor donned bandanas a^cordraig to their
ninja turtle themed floor." Florjr pffldeJaifM^rlrfe whole
community experience, a^jlhte/fe||*mors to I
that will hopefully(p$(J^(fc|prouyj:heir yearj, a£>SCU|[
.»
.; *- 1 W : >






f§ theafe if fariW^UPifetirCBefore September of
2003,Loyc««fwasatwo-year, freshman/sophomore
Residential LearningCommunity and Sobratowas
a two-year, Junior/Senior Residential Learning
Community. With the help of a grant from the
Ignatian Center, the two were combined into what
they are today. Every Tuesday at 10 pm, Loyola
holds their weekly "Loyola Liturgies," open to all
residents and students on campus. These liturgies,
a staple program to the community, were founded
by Anthony Ramos, the Resident Director for the
ResidentialLearningCommunity. Opento those of
all faiths, the liturgies provide a place for students
to share in various faith practices, meditations and





Unity's focus is diversity and social
and civic pride. Its theme is rooted in one of
Santa Clara's key values: "We cherish our
diverse community and the roots that must
sustain it: shared values amidst diversity, close
personal relationships, effective communication,
respect for others, and an engaged concern for
the common good of the campus, the local
community, and the global society." CFs plan
social and educational programs for students
throughout the year. In order to become better
involved in the community, each resident must
attend at least two socials and one educational
program per quarter. Many types of programs
and activities are organized, such as a mu|cier
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&teu\ ZaXr. Art History, Italian, Studio Art
Ntaisol Twer. Accounting
Jeff Setup: Mechanical Engineering, Business
Though they have no RLC to call
home, Nobili and St. Clare are loved just
the same.
So what are the perks to living in two
of the newest additions to our campus?
Well, since Nobili used to be the old Jesuit
housing and St. Clare used to be a motel,
you are promised a very spacious room
with your very own bathroom! Also, St.
Clare offers its own pool and Nobili has
large common rooms and kitchens.
On top of that, since they mainly host
upperclassmen, you are exempt from the
clatter of freshmen and the cries of "Wake
Up Swig!" at 3am.
SaUvtCLure
Twm Walsk History, English
Ltmm Botkereau: Communication, Religious Studies
Bradtt TtwrottoZ Management and Communication
\ Spotlight On...




Republican clubs take part in a
mock debate several before the
national election.
Right: Pin the tail on the
donkey...or the elephant at the
"Rock the Vote Carnival"
The particularly historical national election this fall
was met with great involvement and excitement
from the Democratic and Republican Clubs. Each
club encouraged students not only to research and
support their own candidates, but also came together
to recruit voters in general. Both clubs participated
in the election frenzy by hanging profiles of their
candidates around school, holding debates, tabling
to register their peers to vote, and promoting the
"Rock the Vote Carnival". With record numbers
^of^young voters, most of whom had never
fr^~-~—, voted in a presidential
election before, clubs were
in full swing, working hard
to insure their candidates
were well known on campus,
that students were informed
about the issues at stake, and
that people were registered to
vote for November 4th!
Cfy&dtifeJl Sitfei
Established in 1912, the Associated Students of Santa Clara are the elected student body
officials who work with the administration to improve and better the Santa Clara community
by representing their fellow students' needs and concerns, and advocating for them. Divided
into four branches: executive, judicial, legislative, and student involvement, AS's mission
statement is "to facilitate change and provide active outreach to the student body and
cohesiveness with university administration." AS, lead by President Rachel Manfre and
Vice President Umang Desai, encourages student involvement and leadership by facilitating
and working with the other chartered student organizations and university committees and
supporting active engagement and school spirit within the Santa Clara Community.
I have been privileged to be
port of the executive beard
for the last two i^ears and
as a result I have met mani|
important and influential
individuals in our Santa Clara
communiti) from staff to
board members and donatinq
alumni. These opportunities are
invaluable because I qet to
advocate for students ##
Members of the AS senate sport (jLlMQttq V€SOl VI




Are you looking for a way to grow in Santa
Clara's "three Cs:" competence, conscience, and
compassion? SCAPP, the Santa Clara Community
Action Program, is the place to go. The SCAPP
program gives students the opportunity to
participate in service, community based learning,
advocacy, activism, and leadership. Members
of this program become a part of a community
that gives back to others, as well as enriches their
education, drawing attention to issues of social
justice and challenging them to make a difference
in the wold around them.
We ore o qroup of students dedicated to learninq and sewinq others and to
exploring what a Santa Clara education is at its deepest level I learninq to become
men and women for others. Throuqh immersion into our surroundinq communities,
or, just hanqinq out on the couches in downstairs Benson, SCATT provides a much
needed niche in the life of a Santa Clara student/ it is a haven of respect, acceptance:
a challenqe to reach out to others, and a callinq to do somethinq more.





Left: SCAPP members pose for a
picture during their retreat.
Above: The hand-drawn SCAPP
sign greets students as they enter
the office in the Benson Center
Basement, Room 15.
Left: Redwood members pose in front of the light house in
Santa Cruz during their annual retreat. The staff came together
as a group to get to know one another and to decide the goals,
themes, and assignments for the upcoming year.
Top Descending: Staff members at the beach in Santa Cruz
Middle Descending: The Redwood table at this years "Rock
the Vote Carnival"
Bottom Descending: A staff member works late in The
Redwood office before deadline. Staff members utilize their
office hours to organize interviews, take pictures, and work on
DWOOD
S^i'W C^M/Jr ^fe^krtfk
Somehow in a whirl of office hours, photo sessions,
and deadlines, a yearbook is created and memories
are documented for a lifetime. In this year's The
Redwood yearbook, the staff developed a theme of
"Returning to Our Roots," not only documenting
the 2008-2009 school year but also highlighting
what it is that makes Santa Clara such a special
place to learn, live, and grow. Staff members spent
countless hours taking pictures, designing pages,
meeting, covering events, and interviewing the
students of SCU to put together the 105th volume
of The Redwood . By "returning to our roots" we
reveal the core values that are at the heart of the
Santa Clara tradition, while leaving our own mark
and sharing our experiences in this school year.
Santa Clara is
to have tine opportunity for
a student run t|earbook
Yearbooks dont usually exist







<Temu\ Heap, Editor inHSheif
In 1985, the MCC started with 6 clubs:
Asian Pacific Islander Student Union (APSU|
•Barkada (Filipino Organization)
jChinese Student Association (CSA)
Igwebuike (African American Organization)
iKa Mana'o O Hawai'i (celebrating the spirit of Hawai'i)
pVIEChA El Frente (Chicano/Latino Organization)
'Since 1985, the following clubs have been accepted:
Arab Cultural Society (ACS)
|lntandesh (South Asian Organization)
^Vietnamese Student Association (VSA)
Japanese Student Association (JSA)
Top: APSU
throws a fall bonfire at
Seascape Beach. Middle:
Igwebuike dresses up for a
dinner. Bottom: Barkada hosts a
Welcome Back BBQ. Right: Ka
Mana'o drives to Fresno to watch
the University of Hawai'i football
game. Center: APSU and CSA




This year, the Multicultural Center
-l-4- - cLv+-» "^ -Xp p
(MCC) is also welcoming the Japanese Student
~VP*™(^ ^ "^
Association (JSA) into its home as its tenth club.
^^^^^^^^^^^^^—
"We wanted to increase awareness of Japanese
culture on campus while at the same time adding to the diversity of
the MCC. So far, it
experience for JSA.
a lot of support from
look forward to a great
Hirata '10, co-chair of
into its third year since
the club now has its
in Shapell Lounge, a
in the afternoons for
'#,
We wanted to increase awareness
of Japanese culture on campus
while at the same time addinq
to the diversitq of the WGG #*
-Ifyan Hirata 10. Geckair of JSA









meetings. Together, the clubs support each other. As part of the MCC, each club conducts
a cultural show and hosts other events, like cultural dinners, movie nights, karaoke, and
more.
Assistant Director, Lauren Tojo '09 says, "One of my goals for this year is to help
promote more positive awareness of the Multicultural Center so all students can learn
about the diversity that exists here on our campus." To do so, the Multicultural Center
started the year with an open house to welcome freshman and anyone else on campus. In
November, the clubs come together for Dia de los Muertos, showing the different ways
that each culture celebrates death. In the spring, the MCC holds its largest event, Global
Village, a day of cultural celebration through food, dances, games, and music. At the
end of the year, MCCBeary's is held to celebrate the achievements of the year. As for the
main goal of the director, Alicia Nguyen '09 says, "When I look back at this year, it is not
how many meetings or how many events we had that determines success. If I am able
to change the perspective of at least
one person, I would call the year a
success."
##
Above: JSA decorates a display about Obon Festival
for Dia De Los Muertos. Right: Dancers from Barkada
perform Binsuan at Barrio Fiesta
If I am able to chanqe the
perspective of at least one person,
I would call the near a success "
~~<Alicta Nqueqit 0^, Director
Santa Clara University has
been home to the Activities
Programming Board since 1994
when two different programming
organizations merged into one.
APB organizes and holds various
events, both large and small, for
our campus community every
year. This ten member staff
annually arranges big concerts
with bands such as Sum 41 , Death
Cab for Cutie, Michael Franti
and Lupe Fiasco. They have also
held events such as SCU Idol and
The Art of Kissing. APB provides
alternative activites for students to
participate in, allowing them a way
to become more involved in the
Santa Clara community as well as
giving students the opportunity to




The atmosphere in the newsroom mokes me feel like I am part of
sometkinq reality unique When an article kits copqftt, its like fmiskinq
a paper or a problem set - its suck a relief **
Laura Beck
The Santa Clara
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Every Thursday, a new edition
of The Santa Clara can be found,
stacked in piles around campus.
Each week, a staff of approxomately
forty write about campus and global
events. Ideas for articles come from
both freelance and staff writers,
editors and suggestions or pitches
from students. Since its beginning in
1 922 , The Santa Clara has wonmany
awards, including Best Editorial,
and Best In-Depth Reporting. Laura
Beck, a sophomore copy editor on
staff says, "The atmosphere in the
newsroom makes me feel like I am
a part of something really unique.
There are people flipping through
AP Style books, talking about page
layouts and photo compositions,
and perfecting articles all around
in pursuit of a great issue. I get this
fantastic feeling of accomplishment
every Thursday when I see people
reading the final product of all that
hard work and those long hours in
the newsroom."
mnvfi
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2008-2009 Staff
Kelsey Maher - Editor-in-Chief
Mikalina Celina - Associate Editoi j
Jason Barry - Publication Editor 1
Madeline Conner - Poetry Editor
Lizefte Faraji - Fiction Editor
Kristina Chiapella - Nonfiction Editor
Tinah Barnett - Art Editor
Dana Nialis - Marketing Director
Alexandra Saavedra - Public Relations Director







KSCU is Santa Clara University's
student-run radio station. Located
in the basement of Swig, this radio
station drifts away from mainstream
nusic, instead offering a mix of indie
ack and "underground sound." To
:come a DJ, a student must first show
ilkMUJiT^J*(liiUiilMn(i^itB>lWKtltil»Jr»i<iiU
ultiple album reviews. Then the
student is paired with a current I
to shadow a show and to have ar
opportunity to practice his or he
skills. With over 40 DJs, this radio
station provides the Santa Clara
Community with a diverse collection
L of albums. The top three albums on
October 12, 2008 were Lightbulbs
by Fujiya and Miyagi, Touch Too
Much/Hold On Remixes by Hot
^ Chip, and Nick And Norah's
Infinite Playlist by Various






Santa Clara University offers
numerous clubs reaching from academics
to common interests of the student body.
There are currently over 80 different choices
for students to make.
Teatro Catalina is a club designed
to help sustain a theater project in
Nicaragua. The club not only helps
support the village through the arts, it also
establishes a place for constant immersion
trips for the whole student body to enjoy.
Another one of the clubs on campus
is Delta Sigma Pi. Delta Sigma Pi is one
of the two business fraternities practicing
at the University. This frat helps create
networks between students and other
companies. Their goal is to obtain Valuable
professional experience while working
closely with others to achieve real-world
results without real-world penalties.
Pre-Health Club seeks to help
students within the medical or graduate
process while providing guidance, support
and health related information in a safe and
intellectual environment.
English Club provides academic,
social, and philanthropic events to help
support the English majors and minors
of Santa Clara University. Events range
from Pizza with the Profs to movie nights
and Poetry slams, read-a-thons, and poetry
readings.

AnotHer club on campus is the American
Society of Civil Engineers Th^y are a close-knit
group who spends countless hours together working
on homework and studying. One of the events early
in the fall quarter Was the Granite Construction
Company Collegiate Challenge (pictured above).
'0ther events that ASCE participates in are a steel
bridge competition, Concrete Canoe and field trips
from Quarries to the Bay Bridge.
Salsa Clara meets once a week to teach
students how to dance. The club's goal is to reach
out to the communities around Santa Clara
University through showcasing the culture and
talent of SCU students.
As society moves towards saving the
environment, so does Santa Clara's Green Club.
Through different activities from community
building, campus advocacy, and field trips, Green
Club hopes to bring the spirit and knowledge needed*
to Confront the challenges students will face in
coming decades.
Another club, Core Christian Fellowship,
facilitates a Christ centered environment for
students to grow in encouragement and love. C(
holds weekly Bible Studies and outings for theii
members.
C#k> CfrH^Wi ^K(tMjM\&h
Santa Clara University is much more than just a university. It is a place for people to discover
themselves and develop a firm base for thier future. We have musicians, directors, dancers,
athletes, leaders and individuals among us. We spend our time getting to know the people as
well as the area around us. It is impossible to graduate from Santa Clara without having used
your flex money at the local frozen yogurt shop, Blondies, or one of the various restaurants
surrounding campus. Each of these venues seems to come with its own sense of history. Henry's,
for instance^, a Mexican restaurant north of campus used to be an Irish pub! Smoke Eaters has
changed its name so many times, and yet, everyone still knows it as University Chicken or Cluck
U. No matter where you go, you're bound to see other Santa Clara students enjoying the local
scene. Along with surrounding hangouts, SCU hosts many events dealing with current issues.
For the 2008 Presidential Election, multiple events were held informing students on the views
of each party in an effort to get as many people involved as possible. Events such as Capture the
Flag and the Roommate Challenge help students living on campus can get involved and enjoy
some fun times with fellow residents. No matter who you are, there are always places to go or
















Todaq I saq to qou that the
ckallenqes we face ore real Tneq
are serious and tneq are manq.
Tkeq will not be met easilq or in
a snort span of time. But know
tUls, America - tkeq will be met
On tkis daq, we qatker because
we nave ckosen nope over fear,
unitq of purpose over conflict and
discord #*
^-from Tresident Barack Obama s
Xnauqural -Address
For the Santa Clara community, the return from winter break
signified not only the start of a new year and a new quarter, but the start
of a new chapter of our school's history, as we welcomed Fr. Engh as
the 28th president of Santa Clara, and the start of a new chapter in our
nation's history, as we recognized President-Elect Barack Obama as our
44th president of the United States. As students of Santa Clara and as
U.S. citizens and/or citizens of the World, these events not only mark
an end of an era, but give us hope for a more promising future.
As president, Fr. Engh looks forward to Santa Clara's continued
excellence. His priorities will center on attracting diverse and
academically gifted students, recruiting and retaining talented faculty,
and fund-raising.
President Obama promises our nation change and reform, dealing
most immediately with the economic crisis by promoting legislature to
provide jobs and cut taxes for the unemployed and underpayed.
Your passion enerqtzes





On October 17th, Santa Clara students
gathered to celebrate their right to cast their
ballots and "Rock the Vote". Although the event
was attended by students of different political
influences, whose definite opinions were both
expressed and challenged, the carnival served as
a way to unite opposing parties for the purpose of
inspiring a new generation of voters to exercise
their privilege to vote. Games and fun activities
(like the moon bounce!) provided a fun atmosphere
that also helped soften party tensions.
##.
lAq top issue h education because its crucial to tke
success of our nation. Voters are too start siqkted
and not paqinq attention to tke biqqest crisis udticn
is tke problems witk our education sqstem
^eese Benjamin 0^ ##
M<{ top issue would be tke eeonomq and
its present state riqkt now and wkat
tke plans are to fix it I feel tkat tkis
is important for me because I am a
qraduatinq senior and looking for a job
If tke economt| is still weak, I mou, qo to
qraduate sckool **
Lauren -Askli^ Tojo Ofl
I ^txknfi ife We/
Santa Clara politics
1
C& l&ek $nV -ffe QyS^ir. Current ei^
Marlynn Bohman Robert Ca
Paul Locatelli, S.J
JLj ri
As we look ahead to a new future, we should also take a moment to look back on where we have been. Above
Left: a young Fr. Locatelli SJ before he became President of SCU. Fr. Locatelli stepped down in December 2008
as president of SCU, a post he held for twenty years, taking on an expanded role in Rome as Secretary of Higher
Education for the Society of Jesus. Above Center Grouping: "Casting a Ballot for Change" reads old Redwood
Dages detailing elections from years past. Above Right Grouping: Student protests and important global, national,
land campus issues are documented in yearbooks passed (including a visit from Hilary Clinton).
MAKING THE BAN
Tfe H^«*% vSkrfinU <2Wk of 'SCll
Nova Res DIY (Nova Res is
Latin for "new ideas" or "new
things" and DIY means "Do
It Yourself) is an organization
dedicated to supporting the DIY
music scene and promoting
education in the Bay Area
underground music scene
in general. They do this by
booking shows for independent
and unsigned bands at SCU
and promoting artforms like alt
literature. "All our events are to
raise money for our scholarship
fund, which will hopefully
help kids in any community to
pay for college," says Denise
Bennett of the group's mission.
"Most of all, we hope that kids
will stay active, do something
with their time, set up a show,
explore their city, pick up a
book, play music, make art,




The goal of the Department of Music,
is to "provide an inspiring environment that
engages all university students and ensures that
music flourishes as an essential element in the
university's intellectual, cultural, and experiential
life." To help achieve this goal and enrich the
program, they host over 100 musical events
each year in the form of concerts, battle-of-the-
band type events, workshops, master-classes
and performance series. Every year the Music
Department also invites numerous guest artists,
lecturers, and scholars from related fields, whom
provide the greater community with opportunities
for enrichment.
The role of music in the Santa Clara
Community goes beyond the classroom and
department events, however, and there is a great
musical influence here, both inside and outside
the umbrella of those programs. Some student
groups include a multitude of choirs, bands, and
ensembles. Those students looking for the musical
experience on campus have only to take their pick
of performances like "Music at Noon, the faculty




The students in the department ore phenomenal
Zven\\)odn\ is supportive, positive, and motivated We
iou> u>e aren't at Indiana Universiti| or San Francisco
»toiH\, and u>e knou> tkat tkis means u>e need to
to compete Nobody could do it alone, and




Directly Above: A student band performs in the
annual "Battle of the Bands" contest. Upper Left:
Members of the a capella group Supertonic.
Supertonic was founded in 2006 by a bunch of
crazy students who wanted to be in a rock band
but were too cheap to buy instruments. They
sing mostly songs that are (or have been) in the
Top 40 with a smattering of other material (if
they think they can sell it). They're so fanatic
about singing that they sing even the back|
parts, not just the melody or foregrour
Santa Clara University has a
iriving Center of Performing Arts which
presents numerous productions by the
Department of Theatre (as well as the
Dance and Music Departments). Students
have the opportunity to perform, direct,
choreograph, and provide design and
technical support for these exciting works
that are put on for the campus and local
communities.
The theater season at Santa Clara
usually includes four plays, three in
the Mayer Theatre and one in the Fess
Parker Studio Theatre. All of these are
directed by faculty members. Students
have the opportunity to be involved in
all productions through acting,
dance, dramaturgy, design, stage
management, run crew, costume crew
and construction, and various other
areas. In addition to the department
productions, there are student
directed and/or choreographed
shows throughout the academic year
that rely heavily on
student participation.
"With SCU's Theatre department, I've been *
lucky enough to be allowed to design three
main-stage shows, which many undergrade
at other schools would not get to do. These f
shows were some of the hardest designs I've
ever had to work on, but they taught me more
than years of classes and theories. And my
faculty has been amazing enough to have my
back in both our own shows, and my off-
campus designs as well. The support structure
here is great. This spring I'm working as a lighting / special effects
intern with Cirque du Soleil (The internship is in lighting an special
effects with Zumanity and Love). It lasts until I graduate this June,
and after that, who knows?"-Matt John's '09
„.Cfyi Cfyvyz&nft "Tferfeh ExpeKencr
BUT CAN YOU ACT?
SO YOU THINKYOU CAN DANCE?
Sptf^fcf-
Throughout the year the Santa
Clara Department of Performing
Arts produces two main stage dance
productions where students have the
opportunity to perform, choreograph,
and design the program. This year's
two major performances were the
"Choreographer's Gallery" and "Images
109"
Junior Kristen Ryder, a dance and English
double major at Santa Clara, has been dancing
since she was three and choreographing musicals
and dance teams since she was fourteen. While
at Santa Clara, she has not only preformed
within the Santa Clara Performing Arts Program,
but she has also continued to be involved
outside the SCU community as a preformer and
as an aerobics, Pilates, and dance instructor,
' choreographing for fashion shows and other
events. This passion has lead her to starting her
own dance company "two. step Event Choreography." "two.step Event
Choreography is my newest venture in the dance and business world!
It provides choreography and polished routines to groups for events
such as weddings, bar/bat mitzvahs, sales meetings, birthday parties,
etc.," says Kristen. "Dance is becoming a greater part of the fitness
industry every year! I
love sharing my passion
for dance with those who
have the same enthusiasm,
and I have a great sense of
pride in watching dancers
grow in my classes.
Whether you are a trained
dancer or are just looking
to exercise to great music,
my classes are a workout
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As New Core classes are slowly integrated, students
still have many opportunities to enroll in fun classes and
explore new majors added to the school. Many of the
classes, ranging from communications to language classes,
require aplias as part of the syllabus. This is chance for
students to go out in the community and help others. The
community service projects range from playing soccer with
Hispanic Children to helping out in a nursing home. These
help students to understand the social realities outside
the classroom. Another interesting class is the Natural
History of Baja taken along with Environmental
Writing. These classes teach students about the
natural history of Baja, which they will experience
in a weeklong trip sea kayaking and studying local
flora, fauna, and geology and marine ecology.
Also, a new major added to the long list is Web-
design engineering. This new major incorporates
both graphics and computer language used to create
websites seen everyday. Santa Clara has a variety
of classes and majors that are hard to find at other
universities.
INTERESTING CLASSES'
their trip to the Baja after studying flora and sea life.
PSmpetinc17COnsC1enO,
and Compassion
After several years of planning, the new core system is slowly being intergrated into the
circulum. The new core creates a common starting ground for students. "Santa Clara's new core
curriculum prepares students for professional excellence, responsible citizenship, and service to society,
especially on behalf of those in greatest need. The new core provides the common learning that our
students need to become citizens of competence, conscience, and compassion in a globalizing world.
Emphasizing knowledge, habits of mind and heart, and engagement with the world, the core explores
relationships among ideas and cultures; it encourages intentional choices that bring coherence to
the undergraduate experience; and it develops students' commitments to intellectual inquiry, moral
reflection, and active engagement."
PHASES OF NEW CORE
The New Core was developed between 2006-2007
It was approved by SC's Board of Trustees on Mary 1 7, 2007
Fall 2008 Launch of pilot Cultures & Ideas courses and Critical Thinking & Writing courses for
2008-2009 Academic Year
Fall Quarter 2009 will be the first group of students structured around the new core classes.
Fall 201 2 Retire old Core
InterestingClasses/NewCore
TTT
Smoke Caters k f«t as
Kevin Schmidt
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2. Time of Employment: 1.5 years
3. Most Popular Item: Wings and Tenders
4. Why is the food here better than your competitors?
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Mission City Emolovee Interview
1. Employee's name: Brenda
2. Time of Employment: 7 months (store opened
in 1997)
3. Most Popular Items: Vanilla Latte & Mocha
X like Frozos better because of all
the different teppiitcp, especially the
mochi, which rewinds me of heme. **
-Danielle Twites
GREAT PLACES TO GRAB A bITE
(/Urfftm 1/Uw^ X^Wicr
Round Table Emnlovee Interview
1. Employee's name: Lisa
2. Time of Employment: 1 year
(restaurant opened in March 1969)
3. Most Popular Items: Extra Large
King Arthur Supreme or Maui Zaui
4. Why is the food here better than your
competitors? We put a lot more effort
into making each pizza. We
proportion things better and have a
good ratio of toppings and
ingredients.
Emnlovee Intervi
1. Employee's name: Kelly
2. Time of Employment: A little over
1.5 years (which is how long it's
been open)
3. Most Popular Item: Frozen Yogurt




Why is the food here better than your
competitors?
It's cheaper, there's a wider variety of
things that we can offer
like cupcakes and other desserts, and it's not a chain. Plus,
the service is better, and we have really friendly people.
Henrys
i
- let-A Jt&xur 3~i& Cetfv?
Benson food, trips to Santa Cruz, and all-
you-can-eat Tuesday's at Stuft are all things that
Santa Clara students should experience at least
once before graduating. There are multiple things
you could add to that list - Henry's being one of
them. This authentic Mexican restaurantjust across
the street from the Alumni Science building has
students always coming back for more, whether it's
for the delicious super nachos, a classic bean and
cheese burrito, or the massive Coronas handed out
to all. On a busy weekend night, a line reaching from
the counter to the door is a common occurrence,
but is well worth the wait. On those busy nights,
grabbing a booth the second someone stands up
to leave is a battle of the swiftest. Henry's has had
their liquor license revoked multiple times, but once
they get it back, out come the 40s and limes. There
also isn't a time when you won't hear "Chicken
Quesadilla" repeatedly shouted in that authentic
Mexican accent from behind the counter.
Henry's wasn't always Henry's though.
Many used to know the place as Lord John's Inn,
or LJ's. Up until 1993, students regularly enjoyed
this "alternative student union." It was a "too-
hot, too-loud, too-small room that almost every
Santa Clara student could happily call home,"
wrote Michael Judge, class of '93. There are some
things Michael Judge wanted to clear up before
Lord John's disappeared. First, it "was a bar, not
an inn. They did serve lunch - even though most
students experienced ends with the clam chowder
and veggie-dip served at happy hour. There was
an upstairs, but it wasn't a seafood restaurant and
most certainly not a brothel; it was just storage."
There are many memories linked to LJ's for
former Santa Clara students, ones they'll probably
nostalgically remember forever. Henry's still
contains those memories. They are the base of
new memories being formed by SCU students in
the 21st century.
Both black and white photos were taken from the 1993 edition of The Redwood.
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Lunch, Dinner, Cocktails
Hours:
Mon.-Thurs. 11 a.m.- 10 p.m.
Fri.ASat. 11 a.m. -11 p.m.
Sun. 4 p.m. -9 p.m.
La Paloma has been serving Santa Clara


















-ar is a little^^^^Sf^Smcampus
tharfThe Hut or Blinky^sout it still pulls a large Santa
Clara Student population. It's a typical sports bar with
a pool table, fooze ball, and arcade games. They have a
range of events from college nights to BBQ's. C&J's is




^^J^S ' Just outside Santa \
^~ Clara campus located on
Franklin Street, sits The Bronco Hut, or more
commonly known around campus as "The
Hut". When SCU is in session the Hut is
packed with students every night. However
when school is out for summer, the regulars fill
the bar. They hold weekly and annual events.
Tuesdays are 2-for- Tuesdays where it's buy one g*j
'
get one free, and on Graduation
Saturday they have a dads and T~hO M I it"






Graduating Class of 1996!
3200 The Alameda
Santa Clara, CA 95050
Ray Lychak, Owner
DaSilva's Broncos
DaSilva's Broncos attracts students along
with other customers with their $2.00 drink
deal on Wednesdays from 9pm to Close.
While they have live music on Fridays and
Saturdays, Karaoke Thursdays and Jam
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I Blinky's Can't Say Lounge is just
down the road from Santa Clara
University on Monroe Street. It
has become a favorite hang out
spot of Santa Clara Students.
Its decor is a sixties meets sports bar.
Every night there is something happening. Tuesdays
are pool leagues, Wednesdays are dart leagues, Fridays
are karaoke nights, and Sunday is Nascar and football
with Sunday BBQ.
Blinky's Can't Say Lounge
TRAILBLAZERS
OWuod 4/ ^c^v ©f feh Omn I
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Osheen Davoudi started flying planes by
himself when most 15-year-olds could only
control animated replicas through video games.
As a child, he found himself drawn to model
planes instead of toy cars. This early interest
sparked his dream to become an accomplished
aviator and astronaut. Osheen says, "I finally earned my wings and received my private pilot's license
a day before the start of school at Santa Clara, September 21, 2008, when I was 18." However,
even though flying a plane can be a very exhilarating experience, staying on top of complex aircraft
procedures and triple-checking emergency checklists and weather information before flight requires a
lot of time, determination and effort. On top of the regular demands of a typical Santa Clara student
and his other interests in stock trading, economics, tennis, and piano, Osheen admits, "On average,
I probably spend about 18 hours or more on aviation related material per week." The heavy time
commitment might discourage many from pursuing this hobby, but for Osheen, he "[loves] to constantly
challenge [himself] with new tasks and improve upon [his] skills," and he says, "Flying keeps me on my
toes." One of his favorite moments was his first cross-country solo, where he traveled from airport to
airport for about three hours. The views included a foggy coast and the Sierras. He explains, "It was
an incredible feeling to be in command of a little plane, all alone, about 7,000 feet up in the skies. I do
remember being a little nervous though, because it was the first time that I didn't have my instructor
there to watch over things." With such passion and commitment to flying planes, it's not surprising
that Osheen will continue to follow his dreams of balancing a life of flying planes while working for a
company like Lockheed Martin or Boeing. His current goal is to achieve his next rating for Instrument
Flight Rules so he can fly through the clouds and further improve his aviation skills.
i n i ii i ii 1
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new eqes, in a wai| that will surprise qou
Michael Anthony Erkelens Photography started about two
years ago, but Michael Erkelens has been inspired to pursue
his passion after seeing photos his grandpa took of him when
he was only four years old. He says those photos "showed so
much love, emotion and memories that [he] wanted to capture that through [his] eyes." As a
freelance photographer, Michael is mostly hired for portrait shots, but also really enjoys shooting
macro photos, which are photos taken from a close-up view. Starting at such a young age, he believes his youthful
perspective and his dedication to "work as long as [his clients] are willing to take the most incredible shots possible"
are some of the characteristics that make his photography unlike anyone else's. However, being only a 19-year-
old has some obvious disadvantages as well. He admits that the hardest parts of setting up his own company
were establishing his credibility and breaking into the market. Another difficult step Michael has to overcome is
balancing his school work with his time-consuming photography projects, where he can spend up to 20-30 hours on
just one assignment: "I get so passionately entrenched in it that I seem to forget the rest of the world and want to
only do [photography], even when I have school work and other things. What I try to do is somehow get both done
at the same time." As for the future, Michael hopes to expand his company and work full-time as a photographer
doing cover stories or traveling for National Geographic. With this dream in mind, he is taking the appropriate steps
to improve his marketing and management skills through the Leavey School of Business.
Urban Organic /Miffl?to& •AtliUr
Urban Orqanic is dedicated to creative desiqns
inspired bu| our lives and experiences that trulq §
brinqs together the Urban and Natural environments
Arthur Kao and Joseph Baini combined their love for clothing,
high fashion and street fashion into a stylistic T-shirt design
company that definitely lives up to its name, Urban Organic.
Started just under a year ago, this company is consistently developing its style as
their personal tastes and interests change: "What makes us unique is not only our
separate personalities but also our different perspectives on life. You can see this
in our designs and will continue to see it in the future." As with any business, time
committment is a big factor that must be addressed, especially since both company
founders are full-time college students. They say, "The most difficult roadblack
has been trying to organize time to meet and talk to figure out what we are doing
next." What is especially admirable, however, is their continual interest to have
their product designs represent who they are today. They have reflected on the past
year and are striving to incorporate their growth in age, hobbies and style in their
upcoming designs.










The food drive was a qrea
opportuniti) to help provide food
to those that needed it while at
the some time have fun and be
creative. **
- Kelseif Houlihan
One way to get involved on campus is to
programs that RLCA puts on each year. The
a Halloween Decorating Contest, "Are you
Grader," a Food Drive, Dodgeball and Battle
events that RLCA has held campus wide. The
your RLC, where the community councils are
mini-competitions within the RLC to decide
competition between all the other RLCs across
are given to those who win. Claire Wedekin
r
*i4Jv
participate in the various
Roommate Challenge,
smarter than a 5th
of the Rockbands, are all
competitions begin in
put in charge of holding
who will represent in the
campus! Various prizes
and Emily Obranek,
the roommates who won The Roommate Challenge, won a fully paid trip to Disneyland! Modern
Perspectives won an Xbox 360 for the dorm by winning the Battle of the Rockbands! Gold, silver and
bronze painted trophies went out to those who won 1st, 2nd and 3rd in the Dodgeball tournament
as well as the Food Drive. No matter which competition you participate in or attend, RLCA always




































Santa Clara sports are an integral part of the university. WithV-fjjp*J^'^^^' v;*" BTl various NCAA
sports teams including basketball, baseball, softball, track,!, • -.- * n^fcajft > \crew, soccer,
waterpolo, cross country, golf, volleyball and tennis, students \ ^St&s&&*^^+ \ always have a
game or match where they can show their school spirit. Fans show \^-""' <J *A up to events
with flags, signs, and face or body paint to show support for their \ ^~\ fellow Santa
Clara Broncos. On many Saturday nights during winter quarter, \ ~~Z^~-^~-~— me crowd m
Leavey can be heard cheering on the Men's basketball team, just as the weekend morning
whistles of waterpolo games can be heard at the pool next door. The sports here are not merely limited to
NCAA athletes, however. SCU has multiple club teams for both men and women to participate in, as well as
intramurals for those who want to have fun but not dedicate a huge amount of time to the sport. Regardless
I





The largest student organization
on campus, the Ruff Riders, Santa Clara's
official student booster club, boasts more
than 3,800 members and counting.
The reason for such active student
involvement? Students who join the Ruff
Riders not only receive free admission to all
SCU regular season home games, but also'
receive free shirts and enjoy other exclusive
offers.
Now in its tenth year, the students-
only club continues to serve students and
support athletes by, "Increasing student
spirit on campus and at all Bronco athletic
events; creating a fun exciting and positive
atmosphere for club members and all
Bronco fans that will solidify home court/
field advantage; providing an excellent
social opportunity to meet tons of new
people through an interest in athletics; and
finally by serving as ambassadors of Santa
Clara University by acting with integrity
and sportsmanship."
fe-
All hail to S.C.U.
Honor her prestige and fame,
Oh! hold high those standards
As we go into the game.
Chorus: Varsity fight for Santa Clara
Banners of red and white on high
No matter how great your foe men,
Let our motto be "to do or die."
Rah! Rah!...
...Varsity team,We are cheering for you
Our gallant heroes, sturdy, staunch and true
Remember the right and might of Red and White
When Santa Clara warriors fight,
For Victory, and our dear old S.C.U.
Then U. fight! fight! for the Alma Mater we love,
oh fight! fight! and strength shall come from above,
We now acclaim your fame,
Rah! Rah! Rah!
#*
Gettinq to dance and become
friends witk suck a qreat
qroup of qirls kas been so
fun over Ike qears and I will
alwaqs remember it as a qreot















Tke Bronco Sand" kas made
tremendous proqress since its beqinninqs
just a feu? qears aqo Its awesome
to pump up sckool spirit at qames I
love it wken tke crowd qets into our
musictke rowdier tke better ##
HCellq t>onnell SU
Gkeerinq for Santo Clara for four qears kas
not onlq been an konor. but a privilege Tke
qirls are amazinq and tke camaraderie tkat
strenqtkens witk euerq qear creates a sister-
like bond tkat I will ckerisk for qears to
Wken lookinq back on mq experiencecome
tke countless kours of kard work are all well
wortk it because in exekanqe. I kave countless
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Standing on the court, the
band plays the fight song, and
adrenaline rushes through the five
players who take the floor. It is game
time. Each player has practiced the
fundamentals a million times and
played in thousands of different
situations and games. These skills
are apart of them, engraved in their
brains. Each team member has his
own job and place on the court.
From shooting guard to post, the
Santa Clara University Men's
Basketball team is skilled in every
position. Their talent has paid off
and shined through in the toughest
times. During the Cable Car
Classic championship game, the
team pulled through in over time,
against the University Texas El
Paso, winning 89 to 88. Freshman,
James Rahon explains, "It was
really fun playing in that type of
environment, especially because it
was for the championship." With
all the talent on the court, their


















Kevin Foster jumps high to grab^tbeJwifBefore the St. Mary's Team
Date Opponent Result
1/7/08 vs. Cal State Monterey Bay W, 93-65
1/14/08 vs. Cal State East Bay W, 68-40
1/17/08 vs. UAB L, 64-61
1/18/08 vs. Florida Atlantic L, 65-61
1/24/08 at Georgia L, 54-48
1/25/08 vs. Arizona L, 69-66
1/30/08 at Montana W, 71-68
2/3/08 at San Jose State W 59-56
2/6/08 vs. Sacramento State W, 51-32
2/13/08 vs. Notre Dame De Namur W, 67-47
2/17/08 atUNLVTV L, 78-66
2/20/08 at Pacific L, 63-57
2/23/08 vs. Stanford TV L, 77-69
2/29/08 vs. Belmont W, 83-80
2/30/08 vs. UTEP W, 89-88 (ot)
/2/09 at Harvard L, 73-68
/4/09 at New Hampshire L, 58-54
/9/09 at Saint Mary's TV L, 63-62
/ 11/09 vs. San Diego TV L, 55-50
/15/09 atGonzagaTV L, 95-53
/ 17/09 at Portland L, 53-52
/23/09 vs. San Francisco TV W, 70-54
/25/09 vs. Houston Baptist W, 85-59
/29/09 vs. Loyola Marymount W, 82-56
/31/09 vs. Pepperdine W, 64-52
2/5/09 at San Diego TV W, 64-62 (ot)
2/7/09 vs. Saint Mary's TV W, 70-52
2/12/09 at Pepperdine L, 66-60
2/14/09 at Loyola Marymount TV W, 69-64
2/21/09 at San Francisco TV
2/26/09 vs. Gonzaga TV
2/28/09 vs. Portland TV
3/6/09 WCC Tournament TV
3/7/09 WCC Tournament TV
3/8/09 WCC Tournament TV




















11/11/08 vs. Melbourne Roos
11/1 4/08 at Cal State Fullerton
11/16/08 vs. Minnesota
1 1/20/08 vs. Sacramento State
1 1 /24/08 at Northern Arizona TV
1 1 /26/08 at Florida Gulf Coast
11/28/08 vs. Chicago State
11/29/08 at Miami
12/1/08 at UC Davis
1 2/6/08 at Cal State Bakersfield
12/13/08 at Utah
12/18/08 vs. Nevada
12/20/08 vs. Boise State
12/22/08 vs. West Virginia
12/28/08 atUCSB
1/3/09 at San Jose State
1/8/09 vs. Saint Mary's
1/10/09 at San Diego
1/15/09 vs. Gonzaga
1/17/09 vs. Portland
1/24/09 at San Francisco
1/29/09 at Loyola Marymount
1/31/09 atPepperdine
2/5/09 vs. San Diego
2/7/09 at Saint Mary's
2/12/09 vs. Pepperdine
2/14/09 vs. Loyola Marymount





























Freshman Alyssa Shoji shoots
ver her defender.
Team Roster
No. Name No. Name
30 Doran, Elizabeth 42 Lokhorst, Victoria
4 Faithfull, Rhianna 34 Majors, Sara
21 Gipson, Lena 31 Orlando, Lauren
45 Goeggel, Kimee 44 Parker, Kelli
5 Goins, Claire 33 Purvis, Brittany
20 Goldenberger, Maggie 10 Shoji, Alyssa






Santa Clara University's women's basketball
team has hit the ground running with the 2008-2009
season. Though the season has been rocky at times,
the team has worked hard together and pulled out on
top. Freshman Lauren Orlando said, "Our season is a
rollercoaster so far. Every conference game has been a
close one, having our ups and downs. Our conference is
a great conference this year, each game has come down
to either where team could win; it is just a matter of who
wants it more." The team is like a family. They have been
training and bonding since the summer. This team can
be seen together off and on the court. Freshman Lauren
Orlando's inspiration comes from head Coach Mountain.
She always encourages the team, telling them, "Whether
we win or lose, we are still a team. A team we are." No
matter how the season goes for the girls, they have the
memories they have created together.






<D 2/20 Xavier3 2/21 Rhode Island




2/27 San Jose St.
oo 3/3 Sacramento St.



















When watching an intense sports match on the television,
most will just enjoy the competition between the teams and the energy
projected from other audience members. However, wise players, like
Tommy Medica will also examine the teams' positive and negative
aspects. Furthermore, they will cleverly apply them to their life.
Tommy Medica explains his uplifting discovery: "Watching Fresno
State win the College World Series last year shows that any team has
a chance to win. Nobody is out. That is the great thing about baseball.
If you have the right chemistry with your team and you play good,
solid baseball, anybody can win on any day." Through the many
games this season, Medica kept that same positive attitude no matter
what the outcome. It shows atheletes how much of an effect a leisure
activity can have on improving the attitude of competition between
rivals. His commitment definitely showed in his performance as he
and Thain Simon were named to both the 2009 Louisville Slugger
Preseason Ail-American teams and 2009 RecruitingCloser.com









































Baseball has tauqht me
several lessons in life One is
commitment When I commit
mtjself to something usciallt( I
qet it done in the correct u>aq in
a qood amount of time Another
is time manaqement IVe really
learned how to manaqe m*\ time
between classes and baseball
to excel at both. **
-Nate Garcia
Softball has pushed me to be the best that I can be in
wer^thmq I do Whether it is in school work or sports. I
work hard on the field and it carries over
to everq aspect of m\{ life -Noelani Ho'opi'i
##
Teamwork is the key factor to winning almost any sports game. Getting to know your teammates
will not only determine which team will have the advantage, but it will also create a comfortable, supporting
camaraderie during both victories and defeats. Noelani Ho'opi'i recalls a specific team-bonding experience:
"My memorable moment of this year would have to be our sand castle
competition. Although we were not on the softball field, we were still
extremely competitive. We were in four separate groups
and had other beach go-ers judge which sand castle was
the best because we absolutely had to have a winner. Not
only was it a bonding experience for the team to compete
and work with each other, but also a time to come together
off the field and spend quality time with one another."
Date Opponent
10/11 Ohlone College
3 10/11 Chico St.
10/12 Cal St. Stanislaus
43 10/12 San Francisco St.
10/17 California
oo 10/24 Stanford
o 2/14 San Jose St.o 2/14 Sacramento St.
2/21 Pacific





3/1 San Diego St.
3/5 Mississippi St.
3/5 Hawai'i
3/6 Mount St. Mary's
3/6 Radford
3/7 Oregon St.














This ifear softball has tauqht
me to imaqine finishinq the race, to focus
oh what's ahead while lendinq a helpinq































































I wisk people would understand tkof track
and cross countrtf ore not iitterckattqeable.
Track kappens on a track and includes sprints,
jumps, kurdle and lonq distance. Gross county
kappens in tke mountains. ##
-Joanna Gistand S1?
##
Tke track season is vert\
t^ounq. so I cant reallq
sinqle out a favorite
memory Its just been
awesome to qet out
there and run well with
the quqs We've been
puttinq toqetker some
qreat workouts alreadq
doinq intervals at the
1?ose harden and that
s
a qreat siqn for kou>
eark| it is in the season '#
-Brian Fisker S*R
LIFE IN THE FAST LANE
1
mvi & wvt (/U£^n^en ± ~T^^k
Since their transition from a club sport
o a Division 1 program in 2005, the Santa
Tiara Men's and Women's track teams have
:ontinued to progress and achieve their goals
n the last few years. Under the guidance of
lead coach Tom Service, the runners describe
heir track experience, though mentally and
physically challenging, as an opportunity
o take part in a great team support system
is well as run individually for their school.
This year, goals for the Men's Team include
'setting new school records and having more
;uys qualify for regionals," says senior Brian
7isher.
According to senior runner Noelle
^opez, the women's team will be focusing
>n "having as many people as possible PR
set personal records), introducing freshmen
o longer distances on the track, and having
rualifiers for big track meets like Stanford
nvite or maybe even NCAA Regionals. With
mr new sprint coach this year, we're looking


































3/8/08 Sacramento State Dual
3/9/08 UC Davis Invitational
3/15/08 Sacramento State Invitational
4/5/08 San Diego Crew Classic




5/9/08 Dad Vail Regatta





Day after day, the 22 members of the men's crew team practice together, eat together and
bond as a team. For the Fall Quarter they head to the Redwood Shores, rather than the
normal boathouse at Lexington because water levels are too low. They spend their morning
practices on the water, while afternoon practices are on land where they work
on cross training activities such as running, ergs, or stairs. Though it may seem
like a lot of work waking up early, it is all worth it for Varsity Captain Brendon
Bula. He said, "Waking up early in the mornings is worth it. I get used to
it very fast and don't mind waking up early as long as I can plan my time
appropriatly to get all my stuff done." Bula has high hopes for his young crew






















































ie ot unqs ihoi i Tina unique about our leant is ine iqpe of lraintnq
u>e do off the water We plaq so menu, otker sports and activities suck as
runninq, water polo, suitmminq. baketball, frisbee stairs, cqclinq, and prettq
muck anutktnq else that requires pkqsical actnritq. We also spend more time
u>itk eack otker tkan u>e do u>itk anqone else. We are extremelq close and















3/8/08 Sacramento State Dual
3/9/08 UC Davis Invitational
3/16/08 Sacramento State Invitation
3/26/08 Stanford Lightweight
4/5/08 San Diego Crew Classic





5/9/08 Dad Vail Regatta
5/10/08 Dad Vail Regatta
5/17/08 Pac- 1 Championships
5/18/08 Pac- 10 Championships
WATER RACERS
(/LWeh £. Ckkt
The sound of your alarm fills your dorm room. The sun has not risen yet, but you
slowly roll out of bed as the clock flashes 5:00 am. You think to yourself, "why am
I doing this, it is too early in the morning to be waking up." But you are not alone;
women across campus are waking up just like you for crew practice. Practices last
a couple hours each morning and can be very tiring. For Christine Szelong, early
morning practices are no longer bothersome. She rows because, "of my teammates...
and I can't see myself doing anything else. It's one of the most amazing experiences
ever and honestly, we're all addicted to it. [Rowing] is a sport that bases itself on one
motion- the stroke, repeated over and over, but takes years to perfect. It's one simple
movement with a thousand intricate pieces. It's being in a boat knowing that there
are seven other people in it who have committed themselves to giving everything
they have." This season has been different for the team. During the summer the
reservoir Lexington, where they normally practice was drained and has not filled
up enough to row in. They practice in Levy for three hours a day working on the
one intricate movement. After their practice the team eats breakfast together. The
girls have not raced yet this season because they have been unable to get on the
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Clockwise from Right: Ricky Character gains control
of the ball with his juggling skills. Kevin Klasila kicks
the ball to an open player in mid-field during a goal
kick. Brian Martin reigns over his challenger in a
jumping header competition. Jalil Anibaba attempts
to use his laces to control the flying ball. The three
team captains, Stephen McCarthy, Jide Ogunbiyi, and
Jalil Anibaba, take a moment to pose for a picture.
Brandon Zimmerman shows great form while setting
up for a corner kick. Brian Brungger slide tackles












































No. Name No. Name
Robert Kempf Chris Sauter
|1 Nfushad Godrej 17 Brian Martin
[2 % Sean Danzeiser 18 Jeremy Del Re
3 Ross Smith 19 David Castellanos
4 Jalil Anibaba 20 Brian Brungger
5 Stephen McCarthy 21 Austin Tenn-McClellan
Ljl Aaron Clubb *.21 Alex Fitschen
wHpp Ryan Brown 23 Robert Cheer
8 Jide Ogunbiyi 24 Kevin Klasila
9 Jeffrey Strong 25 Kyle Robinson
10 Jeff Cosgriff 26 Connor Mitchell
11 Ricky Character 27 Eric Masch
12 Brandon Zimmerman 28 Chance Bennett
#1
13 Kellen Wantulok 29 Keith Cowdrey
14 Mykell Bates 30 Wes Culver
15 Murphy Campbell 31 Caleb McKee
This year's SCU Men's Soccer team
faced tough competition, but pulled away with a 4-
9-7 overall and 2-5-5 in WCC action. Brandon Zimmerman, a freshman,
recalls his favorite memory: "I would say my most memorable experience
this year was beating Stanford in overtime at Stanford and watching [fellow
freshman] Connor Mitchell score the game winning goal." Brandon
was definitely an asset to the team,
earning All-Freshman team and
honorable mention accolades. He
also tied for first on the team
in assists and scored his first
collegiate goal this season.
Even though he just joined this
year, he made his mark as a
prominent player and shows a glimpse of a promising soccer
career at SCU.
* **
This Page Left to Right:
At the start of the game, the girls gather to discuss
a new game strategy. Jenny LaPonte cuts left to
quickly escape the oncoming opponent.
Date Opponent Result
4> 8/29 San Jose St. W (3-0)
2 8/29 West Virginia W(2-l)OT
8/31 Notre Dame L (2-0)
43O 9/5 use L (2-1)
9/7 Cal St. Fullerton W(2-l)
oo 9/12 UNC Greensboro L(l-0)O 9/14 North Carolina L (5-0)O 9/19 Cal Poly L (2-1) OT
9/21 Yale T (0-0) OT
9/25 UCLA T (0-0) OT
9/28 California L(1-0)OT
10/3 Stanford L (5-0)
10/5 Arizona L (2-0)
10/12 San Diego L(2-l)
10/17 Saint Mary's T(l-l)
10/19 San Francisco W (3-0)
10/24 LMU L(2-l)
10/26 Pepperdine L(2-l)
11/2 Portland L (4-0)
11/8 Gonzaga T (0-0) OT
I'm lecminq this team with tie reqrets
id that s realty important to me. HMUqan NltCra^ **
Even though the Women's soccer team faced a tough season, especially with a few
number of seniors, the team effort throughout all the games created a memorable
experience for many. One senior, Megan McCray, served as the team's primary goal
keeper and was a strong force on the defensive end. One of her favorite memories
was the ESPN-U televised battle against second-ranked UCLA on September 25th.
"Everyone on our team worked hard for each other and left everything out there on
the field," Megan says, reflecting on the double overtime game that ended in a scoreless tie. Working through
a serious nose injury caused by an opponent's kick in the second half, Megan definitely gave it her all,
showing great dedication and endurance until the final whistle blew. Pondering over the season in general,
Megan comments, "We struggled a lot this year due to a number of factors, including injured key players:
Jordan Angeli, Amanda Poach and Kiki Bosio, but mainly this year taught me the importance of playing
every game like it is your last." Even though she is graduating this year, Megan leaves an outstanding legacy





















































I nave confidence qoinq
into o q/nmer- not
because I know I nave
m\ teammates hack-





This season Men's Water polo Coach Keith Wilbur reached his 100th career win.
The '08 team was the highest ranking team in SCU's Waterpolo history.
This season the team had an impressive 10-8 victory against UC Davis.
The team was ranked in the top 20 teams in the nation (highest 12th, lowest 15th).
Men's Waterpolo took a 4th place finish in WWPA and a12th place finish in Nor Cal
tournament.
.
Co-Captain Jack Wall received 1st team all League and Liam Farrell and Chris Parolin, also
Co-Captain, received Honorable Mention in League.










Date Opponent Result Date Opponent Result
9/12 Iona W, 11-4 10/4 Chapman W,16-7
<D 9/13 Princeton W, 10-9 10/4 Concordia W, 12-6
3 9/13 Brown L, 10-8 10/11 UC Davis L,12-7
T3 9/14 George Washinton W, 14-8 10/12 UC Santa Cruz W, 17-3
O
9/14 Bucknell W, 11-9 10/25 Air Force W, 9-7
9/20 Stanford L, 15-2 10/25 California Baptist L, 9-7
C/5 9/20 Navy W, 11-8 10/26 Cal Berkeley L, 17-6
OOOO
9/21 UC Santa Barbara L, 14-6 10/31 Loyola Marymount L, 14-8
9/21 Pacific L, 7-5 11/02 Stanford L, 19-7
<N 9/27 Cal Lutheran W, 13-7 11/08 UC San Diego L,13-9
9/27 Occidental W, 20- 11/15 UC Davis L,6-5
9/28 Redlands 11 11/16 UC Santa Cruz W,18-8
9/28 UC Davis L, 9-8 11/21 Redlands W.10-9
10/3 Whitter W, 10-8 11/22 Loyola Marymount L, 12-8
10/3 Claremont W, 9-1 11/23 UC Davis L,8-6
200S was a qreat
season for our team









1 Wren White SO
1 Marta Robinson SO
2 Allie Lamb SR
3 Rochelle Stowe SO
4 Maria Jarrell JR
5 Marina Allen FR
6 Kathryn Frasher JR
7 Amy Lamb SR
8 Jenny Knutson JR
9 Meg Zimmerman JR
10 Emily Thompson SO
11 Laura Espinosia FR
12 Amanda Miller SO
13 Kendal Hildebrand SR
14 Kathryn Klein FR
15 Claire Linney SR
16 Sarah Satir FR
17 Taylor Harkins SO
18 Brianna Anderson SR
20 Kristen Olson SR
21 Jade Look SO
99
The qames that I am most lookinq
forward to are our home qames
It will be a lot of fun to see our
fellow classmates cominq out to
cheer us on We have a challenqinq
schedule this qear, which I feel will
help prepare us for WW?A Our
ultimate qoal is to win WWPA's and
make it to NGAAs "
^ «Amq Lamb ** 7
WOMEN'S WATER POLO
£>'hOttfU cf &&ujn
Goals for the Season to9...
•This season the Girl's Water polo team hopes not only to play competitibely at
confreence, but to win conference (WWPA's).
•The team hopes to beat UC Davis for the 1st time.
•After wins over LMU and a close game against UC Davis last season the girls
hope to keep up the momentum for this season.
•This season the team hopes to compete with the top 10 teams and to possibly
break into the top 10 nationally, placing higher than previous years nationally.




8/30 USF Invitational Result
9/ 1 3 Hornet Jamboree Result
9/27 Stanford Invitational Result
oo
oo
10/4 C. Bowles Invitational Result
(^
10/4 UC Davis Inviational Result
10/18 Bronco Inviational Result
10/25 Shoreline Open Result
11/1 West Cost Conference Result
Championship
11/15 NCAAD1 Conference 19th
Chapionship
11/24 NCAAD1 National Result
Chapionship
##
The qreat tkiitq about our team this
({ear was that we all came toqetker and
not 011(4 ran as a team, but worked
everqdaq as a unit, skowiitq support and




















Season highlifhts and Greatest
Memories
The Girl's Cross Country team took
3rd place in WCC and tookl9th place
regionally.
Stephanie Wilson's greatest memory:
dancing on the starting line of WCCs.
Good times during preseason running
"Our team ran for and supported each
others-Heidi Johnson FR
A memorable camping trip to Santa Cruz,
1 full of running and team bonding i
rFor our team it was oil important season because this near we reality seem
to come toqether well as a whole Its the biqqest size of the team since
I have been here, and net the comraderte I feel has never been stronqer.
Thouqh mcqbe we did not compete up to our hiqhest preseason expectations,
I think we qained qreat experience that the ifounq qm\s especiallq will




West Cost Preview Result
Hornet Jamboree Result
Stanford Invitational Result
UC Davis Inviational Result
Bronco Inviational Result
Shoreline Open Result
West Cost Conference Championship Result
NCAA Dl Conference Chapionship 21st

























This year the Men's XC team took 4th place at
conference and took 2 1 st place at regionals.
"We stayed very competitive within the
conference and we are returning 6 out of
our top 7 runners next season, so we will be
one of the teams to beat. "-Stephen Koch JR
The Men's team deafeated USF and LMU
at various points throughtout the year.
"Besides running, we have bonded and
























9/8/08 USF Intercollegiate|3 9/9/08 USF Intercollegiate 12th
9/29/08 Saint Mary's Invitational
Mso
00
9/30/08 Saint Mary's Invitational 8th
10/5/08 Windon Memorial Classic
oo 10/6/08 Windon Memorial Classic 15th
o 10/20/08 Santa Clara Invitational© 10/21/08 Santa Clara Invitational T-4th
1 1/3/08 CordeValle Collegiate
1 1 /4/08 CordeValle Collegiate
11/5/08 CordeValle Collegiate 12th
1 1/10/08 Turtle Bay Intercollegiate
11/11 /08 Turtle Bay Intercollegiate
1 1/12/08 Turtle Bay Intercollegiate
2/9/09 at New Orleans
14th
2/10/09 at New Orleans
3/9/09 at St. John's
3/10/09 at St. John's
3/11/09 at St. John's
3/29/09 at San Jose State
3/30/09 at San Jose State
3/31/09 at San Jose State
4/13/09 vs. WCC Championships
4/14/09 vs. WCC Championships
4/18/09 at Stanford
4/19/09 at Stanford
I Mylfavorite place to golf is Whistling Straits.
-
1 P CfWhy do you golf?
*£ Cg§lf because it is something that I enjoy to
do. I love being outside and playing a game
1
uiaL Jb cumpcuuvc tuiu. iim&.cb uic ncippy.
Additionally, I enjoy spending time with my
teammates.
KEEP GBSWING ING
^eh a- 4n4- lo^nm 4-
Golf does not attract the same number of spectators the other sports Ik & at Santa
Clara University can, but the team works just as hard as the others. Both the ^^iwf men and
women practice everyday with similar activities that focus on team putting <yi drills,
bunker drills, personal range, and short game. They tee off at least once a week. The np amount
of hours they put into practicing each day shows their dedication. The constant ^^ practices
and dedication has paid off. For the first time in the history of the Santa Clara University Wo men's
Golf program, the team broke the ranking of 100th in tournaments after the fall season. They ended
the fall season in 95th place.
This fall the Men's golf team traveled to Oahu to play in a five-day tournament at Turtle Bay. There
the team finished in the middle of the group, while Jimmy Cacho led the team individually. Captain,
Jonathan Keane said, "Golf allows me the chance to compete in an arena where you rely on no one
but yourself. It's a very mental game, but there is also an athletic side that many people do not realize
exists. Tiger Woods has elevated the game in recent years and created more attention and prize money
for professional golfers. The dream of becoming a top professional inspires me and many of the members
on our team to continue to work hard and get better everyday." Though it is all up to the individual












Cal Poly Coast BMW College Challenge
PolyCoastBM^^^|fc£haIlenge
or^Wate Brrvnco nWtatior




UC Riverside LatJv Bravehea

























Date Opponent Result Date Opponent Result
_2 9/11 UCSB W, 3-1 10/18 San Francisco L, 3-1
^ 9/12 New Mexico State W, 3-0 10/21 San Jose State W, 3-1
oj 9/13 Stanford L, 3-0 s>m^ 10/24 Saint Mary's L, 3-0 A
r£n 9/16 Sacramento State W, 3-0 mm k 10/30 Pepperdine W, 3-0
y| 9/19 Long Beach State L, 3-0 %Mtfg I n/1 LMU W, 3-1 1
OC 9/20 Long Beach State W, 3-0 11/6 Gonzaga W, 3-0O 10/2 LMU W, 3-1 : >,.^r "'---&" 11/8 Portland W, 3-0
— 10/4 Pepperdine W, 3-2 11/13 San Francisco L, 3-0 i
10/9 Portland W, 3-0 Mb 11/15 San Diego L, 3-0
I













Most collegiate athletes enjoy four years of tough practices, close games
and hard work. Anna Cmaylo's experience wasn't quite as typical.
After tearing her labrum and bicep tendon in her hitting shoulder
during the spring of her Junior year, she redshirted her Senior year,
so she would be able to play a full four years. "It was a hard decision]
to make, but I wanted to finish my last year at Santa Clara healthy.i
and looking back, I'm really glad I did." Playing a varsity sport
in college is a big commitment. Cmaylo was recruited out of high
school and says it was definitely worth the commitment to play on
the team. Since the beginning!
f~
^^•C
of her career at Santa Clara
in August of 2004, she hasn't
really known anything else.
When she doesn't have
volleyball to fill the hours, she
usually struggles to find a way
to amuse herself. Redshirting
her senior year meant that
Cmaylo didn't get to be a
part of Senior Night with the
girls she had played with for
four years. "It was definitely
weird," Cmaylo says, "I broke
down knowing that I would
never play with those girls
again. There is a special bond
forged through going through
everything at the same time,
and we definitely had that
special bond."
earn Roster
No. Name Major W
1 Brittany Lowe Communications
2 Lauryn Dowd Marketing 1
3 Libby Morrison Undeclared ^
4 Samantha Selsky Undeclared
6 Michelle Luxton Communications
7 Nichole Clark Management
8 Morgan Doherty Communications
9 Nina Sevastopoulos Finance
10 Lindsy Davigeadono Liberal Studies
11 Alex Scoffone Sociology
12 Kim Courtney Combined Sciences
13 Dana Knudsen Business
14 Tanya Schmidt English
15 Anna Cmaylo Political Science
17 Taylor O'Brien Communications
18 Bridget O'Hara Psychology
23 Krista Kelley Undeclared













I want to qo to bed at
niqkt feelinq that I made aw
improvement in not onlq m[
tennis, but mt\ life too ##
-Thomas Hicks
Fall quarter was a time for training and
preparation for the Men's Tennis team. They are one of
the few Division 1 tennis teams that consist of almost
all American players, mostly from the Pacific Northwest
and Northern California, while other teams have players
from around the world. For this young team it is not only
about the game. The coaches also try to instill a sense
of regularity and professionalism in their players through
practices that can be used on and off the courts. Junior
Thomas Hicks said, "Our practices are very organized.
The coaches emphasize focus, fitness, and business-like
professionalism on the court." The team practices five to
six days a week. This year the guys say they are ready for
whatever comes their way in the West Coast Conference,
after working extremely hard Fall Quarter to be 100% on

























vs. UC Santa Cruz
vs. UC Davis
at San Francisco














West Coact Conference Championships
West Coact Conference Championships




The crowd goes quiet and all eyes follow the green ball bouncing back and forth between players. The arena
is silent except for the sound of the tennis shoes scuffing the court or the rare "ump" the players add to their
swings. For teammates of Santa Clara University's Women's Tennis team, this is nothing new. This year the team
consists of nine players. Sophomore Courtney Hull said, "We are by far the loudest, most spirited team." Tennis
is one sport which is about the individual game just as much as it is about your team game. Hull continues, "It is
an individual sport, but you still are part of a team. When you walk out on the court, it doesn't matter if you are
having a bad day because you can't be subbed out like other sports. You find a way to win, you find out what your
opponent's strengths and weaknesses are, and you have to keep yourself composed. You have the support of your
teammates, but you are still the one to run down every ball and not give up." Although the regular season has not
yet begun, four new openings for the line up cause continuous competition between players. Hull said, "Every
match counts, your attitude, and ability to win. Not only do I want to play, I can see how well we can do this year.
I really want to prove to our athletic department and other teams that we do deserve recognition. I think some \
teams aren't looking at us as a threat, but I think they will be in for a big surprise this year."
ilsKSJUltt
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vs. San Jose State
vs. Portland
vs. Loyola Marymount
vs. Cal State Bakersfield
vs. Northern Colorado
vs. UTEP
at Cal State Fullerton
vs. Harvard







The Men's SCU Rugby Club,
or SCUTS (Santa Clara University
Touring Side), has a long and rich
tradition (the team was founded
in 1907) that includes Bay Area
Championships, athletes that went
on to be Olympians, and strong
teams that were prominent forces
in Bay Area College Rugby. After
losing some of their momentum in
the '70s and ' 80s, the teamhasbegun
to rebuild itself with the support of
alums and under the direction of
Coach Chris Kron, hired in '06,
and a talented coaching staff. Said
JuniorAnthony Pastore, "Lastyear
was great season... the experience
at playoffs was a success that hadn't
been tasted for a while at SCU. " The
team hopes to continue building
their success, renew the strength
of their program this season, and
make it to the playoffs.
SCUTS' Roster:
Alex Blaine, Anders Loven-Holt, Andrew
Lennig, Anthony Pastore, Chris Spirz, Davis
Kurzenski, Dickson Whitney, Edgar Varela,
Geoff Hutchinson, James Staunton, Jose
Garavilla, JP Goethals, Justin Reginato,
Kelly Swedenburg, Kevin Peters, Marc Fuller,
Matt Neber, Matt Saydah, Max Osbon,
Michael Chacon-Teran, Michael Dessel, Mike
Cassolato, Mike McGregor, Mike Medeiros,
MikeRamirez, Neil Smit, Patrick Haggerty,
Patrick McDermott, Simon Root,Tyler
Petersen, Woody Amidon
Our ultimate qoal is to brinq Santa Clara
fRuqbu, back to prominence and be







4s a Senior and four 4ear
member of the Santa Clara
Women's Club Volleyball team,
I can konesthi saif that this
club team, past and present,
kas been one of tke best
parts about tke Santa Clara
experience &o Broncos! *#
Colleen Kilro<|, Women's
Club Vfolleuball Tresident *Z
An established threat at both the league and
national championship levels, the Santa Clara Women's
Club Volleyball Team hopes to continue in the tradition
'of the past Women's Club Volleyball teams and become
League Champions for the 3rd year in a row this season.
The Women's team also looks forward to competing at
Nationals; a tournament in Las Vegas over spring break;
the challenge of playing against UC Davis; and building
the team for future years.With many new players this year,
the team expects to work hard at practice, play tough in
games, and have fun.
2008 Women's Club Volleyball Team Roster:
Chelsea Reilley, Justine Schiele, Katie Alfaro, Sayble Bissen,
Rachel Manfre, Chandra Shih, Lisa Hernandez, Kate Reilley,
Colleen Kilroy, Liz Ronco, Amanda Crnkovich, Lauren




Santa Clara's Campus Recreation Club Sports program
pe up of eighteen competitive clubs sports teams who play against
Aaniversity teams, representing Santa Clara. The teams include Men's
Ice Hockey, Men's Lacrosse, Men's Rugby, Men's Ultimate Frisbee, Men's
Volleyball, Woman's Field Hockey, Women's Lacrosse, Women's Rugby,
Women's Ultimate Frisbee, Women's Club Volleyball, Boxing, Cycling,
Equestrian Team, Sailing, Shotokun Karate, Swimming, and Triathlon. Some
of these clubs have been around for years and others are recent additions to
club sports. Regardless, all clubs sports, however competitive, seem to thrive on
community and on having fun.
Men's Lacrosse was installed as a club at Santa Clara over twenty
five years ago. The program has built success based on tradition, dedication,
and the pursuit of excellence. This club competes in the Western Collegiate
Lacrosse League (Division A-Central) with games during the Winter and
Spring Quarters. The team's goals for this season? Beat Sonoma State, play
deep into the play offs, make the national tournament, and win all home
games.
Women's Field Hockey is the newest addition to the Club Sports
Program. This team provides SCU women with the opportunity to continue
their passion for this sport or for beginners to learn the sport of field hockey.
The Equestrian Team consists of both competing and non-competing
members. The team competes against the schools in Zone 8 of the
Intercollegiate Horse Show Association (IHSA). As a club, their mission is
to: "Facilitate camaraderie between SCU students sharing a love for horses,
host social events, provide a quality riding program, establish a competitive




For tke Ofl" season we
hope to improve and be
in qreat skape for all tke
qreat teams Tke Broncos





M4 kope for tke %0*\ season
is tkat we come toqetker
as a team and nave a qreat
timeTke team s qoal for tkis







Tnis teom tins qet to realize its actual potential u>itn the talent it possesses. Witk tke further
development of tke existinq platters and tke trend of better and better placers cominq into tke
Unkrersitq eack qear. Santa Clara Hockeq will be a premier proqram for qears to come. U
-Ckarles Clark
A relatively new club, the Men's
Ice Hockey team may at first seem to have
little to no history. However, upon closer
investigation, one can learn that the first
hockey team to represent Santa Clara
was actually created in the 1930's! Since
its "rebirth" on October 30th, 2006 as a
club sport, many memories have been
added to the team's history. According
to Charles Clark, Co-President of the
team, "The most memorable experience
of this year has to be our trip to Flagstaff.
It was our first air-travel trip as a team in
the club's existence since 2007 so it was
uncharted territory in terms of the leadership of
the team. We all had to wake up pretty early to head to the airport and finding an effective way
to transport 1 8 guys, their personal items, and 1 8 guys' hockey equipment was not discovered
during this process. We had a series of two trucks running four trips each trying to collect the
guys, all while combatting oversleeping. Once we finally were all on the plane, things seemed
to relax. We arrived in Phoenix, loaded up five rental vans and headed to Flagstaff. We ended
up losing both games to NAU, a squad that is heads and shoulders above any team in our
league, but the experience of being on the road
together, visiting the Grand Canyon, and
getting to know one another was definitely
a highlight of this year."
«<%
Photos by David Per
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With a young and talented squad, the team set a goal of
fifteen top-five finishes, including five first place finishes for the
season. However, their mission will be challenged during their
three big races at Santa Barbara, Stanford, and UC Davis. Robert
Lorenzen, Captain of the Cycling Team, commented, "If our team
is to have a shot at qualifying for nationals, we need to have a solid
race weekend at UC Davis." Training for victories against their
toughest rivals and shooting for a clear goal of fifteen top-five finishes,
this team truly understands how to compete at the highest level.
Summarizing his overall experience, the captain explains, "Whether
it's the beauty of watching the sun rise over the top of a mountain or
the feeling of winning a hard fought race by outlasting your rivals,
cycling is undoubtedly a magnificent sport both physically and mentally,
but nothing reveals the true identity of the sport more than the sight of
riders from opposing teams shaking hands after a highly contested race. Despite the rivalries, every racer
acknowledges the mental challenge, physical strength, courage and strategy it takes to






I'm realh| excited teginteract
with m\ dormmates outside of
the classroom and other daitu,
activities Since our intramural
team includes both freshmen
and sophomore platters, it II be a




Intramurals ore the perfect balance between competinq
and katfinq fun, and if qou win, qou qet a free skirt!
HCelseq ttoilukan »
Intramural Sports provide Santa Clara students with the freedom to enjoy the company
of others while also promoting the friendly competition that regular pick-up games may not
offer. The casual atmosphere of these sports not only attracts busy students who enjoy a change
of scene, but also draws in students who are looking for activities to occupy themselves or have
never tried the sport before. Whatever the reason, these games are always popular extracuricular
activities among the student body. This past fall quarter, Michael Ford, Kelsey Houlihan, Jeffrey
Wang and Morgan Wilhelm made up an Intramural Badminton team
called "Big Bad Tads." After losing in the semi-finals last year, this team
was ready to take home the trophy, or in the Intramural world, the free
shirts! "We really got into it and really wanted
to win," Kelsey Houlihan recalls. Combining
exercise with fun memories, Intramural Sports
at Santa Clara remind us of why we played
sports during our childhood and encourages
students to continue to play them today.
##
, li .ill,..,..
enjoqed ploqinq Intramural Tennis tkis
t fall quarter because it offered me
^ to improve mn skills and a




Photos by Michael Anthoiff Erkelens
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One perk V>f attending Santa Clara University is
being part of the very extensive network of Broncos
which spans from the Silicon Valley to across the
globe. Alumni are eager to help fellow students
and graduates with anything they need -- from
giving advice to newcomers to finding jobs after
graduation. A crutial part of the college experience is
creating your own network of friends and classmates
with whom you can work on assignments, create
memories, and share your experiences while you're
here. The most obvious way to meet new people at
SCU is through your dorm and RLC. Beginning of
the year events help everyone get to know each other
and begin creating their networks. SCU also offers
so many clubs, sports and committees that anyone
can join which give people a chance to get to know a
variety of fellow students on campus. Creating close
relationships with people, both students and facutly,
is extremely important as they can enrich your time
at school as well as possibly help you in the future.
For many people, college helps form the closest and
longest lasting relationships of thier lives. Santa Clara
provides an amazing environment for people to get
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Lisa Smith Benjamin Snyder Kelea Soim
History & Political Political Science & Biology
Science History
















Rya Tho Kaitlin Thompson Kristina Thompst
Tanika Thompson
Accounting











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Andrew De La Mare







































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































(lU&w +Wfeo. "Kit" OtyU
"The best way to learn something is to teach it to somebody else."
-Fred Margolis
Kit, you have been learning by teaching for a long time now. . .as a student, as a teammate, as a coach, and yes, even as President
of Ruff Riders. We've been blessed to be your very first students and we've learned to be better parents and people because of you.
Keep on learning. Keep on teaching. The world has been waiting for some of its best lessons from you. Live your best dreams!
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Our Sami—we are so very, very proud of you. The determinations and personal resolve you showed in these last four years have been
amazing. When it was easier to quit and return home to Dallas, realizing moving to school in California was harder than you thought
possible, you stayed at Santa Clara. You grew as a person with the drama of your roommates your first couple of years and have made many
new close friends. We are so proud that you have stayed on track and finished in four years. Every year you have grown so much, learned
so much about yourself and you now know you can take on whatever this world will throw at you. You are truly an amazing and wonderful
young lady. Your love for the little kids will keep you going for the rest of your life; never forget that feeling you get when you are around
little people.
So now as your take on Graduate School you know you can always count on us for support and love. These next three years will go so fast
and you will be learning so much with teaching and graduate school. Stay energized, focused, and always take care of yourself.
Our baby you always will be.
We love you XXXOOOOOXXXOO, Mom and Dad
Our SAMANTHA, our SAMI, dearest,
Your Grandmothers cannot express, fully express, our pride, our love and our unending admiration for you. You have earned our complete
respect. We will support you in each new endeavor and we know you will continue to be successful in each new challenge. You are joy, and




Turn away from Childish things. (Bible)
Grasp the value of a dollar. (W. Buffett)
Reach for the Stars! (Greenhill)
Yes, we Can!! (Obama)
You and your generation give your Grandmother, me, and our generation a little trust. (B. Barnes)
May God Bless you, Sami—Bettye Barnes
You have grown into a beautiful young lady We are so proud of your accomplishments and wish you the best in your future endeavors.
--Randy, Celeste, Aubrey and Ashley
Sami, I will always cherish our times growing up together: Destin, Hawaii, Cambridge, New York, New Years Eve, making my desk, and all
of our memories of fun times! We love you and are so proud ofyou!
"If you live to be 100 minus 1 day, so I never have to live without you." -Winnie the Pooh
Love, The Dunnes
Sami, I know you are pleased with your first degree of higher education. The future will open new worlds—remember answers can be found





Through the years we have
always loved you and you
have always made us proud.
Congratulations on your
graduation!












You did it! Words cannot describe how proud I am of your accomplishments. You never lost sight of that finish line. The determination
and focus had inspired so many around you, especially me. Enjoy these moments, babe, you deserve every second of it. As we have grown






To our son Nick,
First of all we want to thank God for giving us such a wonderful son. That is the best gift that any parent wants. We are proud ofyou for
your accomplishments, all your hard work and dedication but, most of all for who you are. Dad and I wish you all the best because you
earned every bit of it! If your grandma Vangie were here today, she would tell you to keep your head up and continue doing good things in
life.
We love you very much,
Mom and Dad
Baby Brother,
I wanted to say how proud I am to call you my brother. Watching you grow from a little nerd trying to ride his three-wheeler down the
hill to a handsome man. Words cannot explain how proud I am on who you have become. I wish you the very best in your future to come.
I LOVE YOU BABY BROTHER!
Love always, your older sister,
Dolores
"It is never too late to be what we might have been. "Thank you for inspiring me to better myself. I am so very proud of all your hard work,






We are so proud of the extraordinary person you are, as
well as your many accomplishments. You are beautiful,
kind, loving, joyful, intelligent and a blessing to all those
around you. Your warm and compassionate heart coupled
with your inner strength and resolve will lead you to do





Congratulations on your graduation! We are very proud of you and your accomplishment. We look forward to seeing how you
will impact this great world that we live in, and we also look forward to sharing the journey with you.
Best wishes and God Bless,
Love, Dad, Lori and Derek
"We are not human beings on a spiritual journey. We are spiritual beings on a human journey." -Stephen Covey
Congratulations to the
Class of 2009!!!
From the Pratt Family
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Patient, loyal, multi-talented, fun, enthusiastic, beautiful, and a volunteer-extraordinary.
CONGRATULATIONS!
Love,





















Time to celebrate four great years of study,
competition, adventure and friendships!
Love, Mom and Dad
Cherie,
Congratulations on your graduation from Santa Clara
University. You have always set the highest goals for yourself,
worked hard, sacrificed and persevered until you achieved
them. Now you can enjoy the rewards for all of your efforts.
You may have had doubts sometimes, but were always
confident you would succeed. You have made us so happy, and
we are all very proud of you.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Scott
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Congratulations Brittany!
We are so very proud of you and are blessed to have a daughter and sister like you. You are beautiful, determined and principled, with a
good heart, and with a sense ofjoy and enthusiasm. Your accomplishments have amazed us
—
your talent and scholarship are remarkable.
You have so much to offer the world, and your options are limitless. Shoot for the stars, and follow your dreams.
Love, Mom, Dad, Jason and Krista
Hello Young Man,
Roma e stata sorprendente e l'ltalia stata fantastical
Alex, we are so proud of you! You have accomplished a lot by keeping academics and social life in good balance. You should




May you always have work for your hands to do.
May your pockets hold always a coin or two.
May the sun shine bright on your windowpane.
May the rainbow be certain to follow each rain.
May the hand of a friend always be near you.








Our fearless adventurer! May there be many more to come.
We're proud of you! Congratulations!
We love you,







We are so proud of you!
We love you lots,
Dad, Mom and Andrew
Kj^WMvo
Punkster,
As I think you know by now, I'm very proud of you and I love you very much. Graduating from Santa Clara is an incredible achievement.
As you recentlv stated, we are now "new found triends."
Love, Dad
Wifey,
Congratulations to the hardest worker I know. You give 110% in ever)' aspect of your life. Not only do you work full-time, but you are also a
full-time student, wife, and a mother of two. The most important thing is that you got it done and we're all proud of you.
Love, Joe, Kaysia, and Jamison
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To our Katie, this is an incredible accomplishment for you, and
everyone in your life could not be more proud of what you have
earned. We remember that beautiful moment when you first
learned that your have been accepted into the university previ-
ously attended by many of your family Everyone knew then how
important and special that was to you, and to see you reach this
latest goal reaffirms our belief that you can achieve anything you
desire with hard work, commitment, and faith. From the hearts
of those who love you, congratulations and may you always
treasure the memories ofyour time at Santa Clara University.
We love you!
Your Family
%oh, S2c*uv Ohmjo {£Ma
Congratulations! !
!
Four years went by so fast!
So many movies, so little time!
Love,




We are extremely proud of you
and your accomplishments! What
a blessing it has been to watch
you grow from a child to a man.
May God bless you throughout
your life, and may He be the light
that leads you to your purpose in





college you have been an amazing
son. Watching you grow and
mature has been a blessing. Pur-
sue your dreams and follow your
heart, for happiness and success
are found along that avenue of
life. Embrace your journey,
knowing that you are greatly
loved.
We love you always,




We're so proud of your
achievements and look forward
to your continued success
in the future. You will be a
wonderful teacher with your
dedication, sense of humor,
creativity, and enthusiasm.
Enjoy this next chapter of your
life as you fulfill your dreams.
We love you!




A daughter is the happy
memories of the past, the joyful
moments of the present, and
hope and promise of the future.
Kelly Kay!
We are so proud ofyou.
Love always,
Mommie, Daddy, and Ter
y\yoT£tns fClhxfa
You are the happiest memory of
our past, joyful moments of our
present, and the beautiful hope of
our future.
-With love, Mom and Dad
"You have brains in your head.
You have feet in your shoes.
You can steer yourself in any
direction you choose. You are
the girl who'll decide where to
go. Choose wisely, we are right
behind you."We love you very
much and are very proud of you!
-Umna and Neha
Sotail CS^Jxoh^
Congratulations Sarah. May your future be blessed with love and
happiness. Continue to keep reaching for those stars and may all
your dreams come true. You are awesome!
We are all so proud of you.
Love,




Remember how much you are loved
and how special you truly are.
Congratulations!
Love always,
Dad, Mom, Chad & Angel
K^ywoAtUJii
Kyle, you're
"the sunshine of my life."
Always have been, always will
be. I'm very proud of you for
all you have accomplished and










Congratulations on receiving your degree.
Your remarkable discipline on any task you take will help you succeed.
You will reap what you sow.
Love from your proud family,




You have worked hard these past four years and your diligence
has served you well at Santa Clara. We are so incredibly proud
of you and your accomplishments. Now as one chapter closes
and another begins, enjoy your journey. Believe in yourself,
follow your dreams and most of all, be happy.
We love you this much . .
.
Dad, Mom and Jenessa
\<MtiuynoK<&
Congratulations! You can accomplish anything when you trust
and believe in yourself.
Love,
Mom, Dad, and Meg
^2e£eo<M, IfijvielU
Dear Rebecca:
Amazing uniqueness has always been your hallmark. With these
last four incredible years at SCU coming to a close, we celebrate
with great pride the uniqueness of your accomplishments, your
style, and your grace. As you continue on life's journey, please








We are so impressed by who you are. Your dedication, passion







From the first time I held you
I understood the meaning of
unconditional love.
. .you bring me
so much joy that words alone will
never express how much I love you
and how proud I am ofwho you
are. Never lose that zest and fiery
spirit that defines how passionate
you are in your own life;
remember, the joy is in the journey
not the destination.





Congratulations! We are proud
of you and so lucky that you are
our son and brother!
Love,





We are so proud of you!
Love Mom and "Dad"
Congratulation Baby
Que Jehova' Dios Te bendiga
Love, Papa, Mom & ofo
IMix&Sx, £u*jdte,'Pwu,
You are beautiful and you will always be in our hearts!
Thank God for all the hats you wear, each one is amazing!
Be happy in all you do! We love you!
Love,








We are very proud of you.
Lots of love, Mom, Dad and Greg
\[jtYKX0Uft\toyjQHJu& QjJuOJhj
Congratulations on your achievement!! This is a special
moment in your life: cherish it! We are very proud of
everything you have done and the man you have become. If
grandpa, grandma, and dad could be here today, they would be
extremely proud of you. We wish you much luck and success as
you start this next chapter in your life. We love you very much
and will always be here for you. Congrats, TGB!!!
Love,
Mom, Joe, Somia, Jose, Sid and Medv
WLxMkuJfynjdtuJlt
Markus, congrats on four great years at SCU! We are very proud
of your effort, attitude and achievement!
Love,
Mom, Dad and Josh
WeW WIohL
Congratulations on your accomplishment! We are so happy to
have met you and that you have been a part of our lives. We wish
you the best of luck and success as you begin this next chapter in
your life!
Love,
The Tenorio-Quan-Guzman andjoeten families
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Fire Products
AUTC Fire & Security Company
Engineered Life Safety Systems
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BON APPETIT for Your Support!
Congratulations to the class of 2009!
Offering excellent service and exceptional quality,
the Adobe Lodge is the perfect solutionfor
your private event. On premise or at your location.




MISSION CITY FCU is your
J&jjjk FULL SERVICE financial institution
Mission
T T
We serve the entire SCU community
including the Faculty, Staff, Students
and Alumni.
Come and see what we have to offer.. .We're here to serve you!
Visit our office at 1391 Franklin Street, located off Monroe Street
between Benton Street and Homestead Road in Santa Clara.
Full Service ATM on the basement level-Benson Center
Phone (408) 244-5818 - Fax (408) 244-9390
Toll-Free 1(888)361-1894









We're Proud to Support
Santa Clara University!
Congratulations to the Graduates!
404 Saratoga Avenue, Suite 100
j^—?J/CsSJ Santa clara ' ca 9505( •
HOfTIES 408.985.6000 • 408.985.6050 fax
\C £ N T fl A L
THE AWESOME POWER OF
We invite you to join us in community and prayer.













I would like to thank my amazing staff this year for all
their time and dedication. I really hoped to hire a well-
rounded, functional, and friendly staff, and I couldn't
have asked for anyone better than those I now work
with. This staff is incredibly talented artistically and




Outside of those that supported me on our staff, I
would like to thank my family for their encouragement
over the years: my mother, father, newlyweds Jackie and Jeff Aman,
and Ryan and Beth Heap back in Kansas City. My friends I have made here at Santa Clara
University have become my family in my new home, here in the bay area. Thank you Kyle, Erika, Megan,
Reese, Alex, Francesca, Libby, Lauren, Kim, Ariana, and Nicole. You all mean the world to me.
VI
As much as I would like to reminisce on the four amazing years I have had here, in reality, my time at Santa
Clara University is just beginning. I am blessed to be able to stay in the bay area following graduation and
won't be cutting any ties with SCU. I am excited to expand my education out in the "real world" and apply all
that has matured and developed my mind over the years. I have a true love for Santa Clara University because
my experiences have been nothing but positive. I owe so much to all of the professors, advisors, and students
that have shaped me along the way. I hope to repay them for their gifts by influencing and encouraging change
in my own community. '
.
Joining the community of Santa Clara University was one of the best choices I have ever made and I want to
thank all that assisted me in achieving my goals. Thank you to the parents of SCU students and all the support
you provide for your children. They are so thankful for all you do and know they will make you proud,
Congratulations Class of 2009. Good luck in all that is to come and don't forget those who got you to where
you are today, including yourself!
Jennifer Heap
Editor in Chief
Class of 2009 H
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in time. They don't realize it, but half the time I don't
even know when the deadline is. The truth is, whether
I'm hottubbing in Santa Cruz, scheming about buying
Redwood North Face jackets, or listening to my team
members' latest ideas (i.e. "New Name for TheRedwooi
The Scissor"), I absolutely love spending my hours on
this publication. I am surrounded by some very talentt
students whom I respect very much. I would say our
biggest shortfall is the fact that our candy drawer has
sucked for the last five months. But if that is it, I woul<
say we are doing a pretty good job!
- Caitlin Millar '12, Design Ed;
w«f fun Designing pages for the book
friends.
_ Ali Reimer, Designer
As a Freshman, joining The Redwood this year allowed
me to really discover all that Santa Clara has to offer.
Although deadlines could be stressful it was great
getting to know this staff, especially on the Santa Cruz
retreat, and working on this publication. I hope people
enjoy the book!
- Irene Kearney '12, Designer
I'd just like to say
thank you to the Redwood staff.
I've met some great, hard-work-
ing people that I'll miss so much.
To our editor Jenny, you are the
love of my life. Spectacular job
this year Jennifer.
- Kyle Iwamoto '09,
Buisness Director
It's really amazing how the yearbook can be stylistically
cohesive and also showcase the creativity and individuality
of each designer and photographer. I truly hope everyone
enjoys reminiscing the past year while looking through this
yearbook. I know I will definitely have fun looking at the
different sections and remembering the people I met, the
facts I learned, and all the memories that surrounded each
page. A special thanks to the staff for the great times, es-
pecially the girls, for the amazing talks that kept me enter-
tained and sane. Much Loves,
- Keesa Robinson '12, Designer
I loved working for the yearbook. There was never a dull moment and it
was a great time. The creativity and thoughtfulness of all the
employees was above and beyond what I expected. All in all I am very
glad I was part of it.
-Sean Whitney '09, Photographer
Being a part of yearbook has been extremely fun this year. I appreciate all the
friends I made from being a part of the staff!
- Julie Pang '12, Designer
a great staff
another run on th
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This 105th Volume of Santa Clara University's The Redwood was printed by:
Taylor Publishing Company:
1550 West Mocking Bird Lane
Dallas, Texas 75235
Taylor Representative Kelly Hendricks and Plant Representative Robert Porter assisted in the
publication of The Redwood.
These 231 pages were submitted on CD's as PDF's. Pages were created on four Macintosh G5
computers with Adobe Photoshop 7.0, Adobe InDesign CS and Microsoft word. Trim size of these
pages is 9x12.
All copy of The Redwood was written and edited by The Redwood Staff and contributing
student writers. Pages were designed and edited by Staff Designers.
Fonts used in The Redwood include Tranpose, TRAJAN PRO, Calisto MT
Staff Photographers and contributing student photographers using digital SLR cameras took photographs. Students,
faculty members, student organizations and the Athletic Department submitted some images appearing in the Redwood.
Senior portraits were taken by:
Lauren Studios
9607 Business Center Drive, Building 13, Suite B
Rancho Cucamonga, CA 91730
The Lauren Studios representative was Paul Bilgore.
The Redwood was printed for all members of the Santa Clara University community. The book was distributed on
campus and by mailed for $75.00 each.
The Redwood would like to apologize for any misspellings, omissions of persons in name and/or photo, or
erroneous identification. All mistakes are purely accidental and in no way intentional on the part of The Redwood staff,
publisher, photography staff, or faculty advisor. The Redwood staff is not responsible for student classified above or below
their actual class level, as our information is presented as the unit tracking system of Santa Clara University Student Records
provided it to us. Our coverage ranges from September to March in order to make our May shipment delivery to customers
and we apologize for any inconvenience this may cause individuals or organizations.
Questions, comments, concerns or inquires about any aspect of The Redwood may be direct to:
Santa Clara University, Center for Student Leadership
Benson 1, Attn: The Redwood
500 el Camino Real
Santa Clara, CA 95050 COLOPHON
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